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ABSTRACT 

Sngk tmftxxs in Ei&i& Cdumbia receiving Guaranteed Available income for 

Needs (GAIN), axnmonly rkerred to as welfare, are among society's poor. Historically, 

investi~atbns into pow* among this group tend to be concentrated in urban centres, 

obsa~fing tC7e uniqueness of tRe sitMbn of those single mothers who reside in rural 

mmrnunities. Often too, mafyses of poverty of single mothers are buried in analyses of 

&iM pvwly, Ignoring the r d i  Ztrat poor children for the most part are from homes 

headed by women. 

This thesis examines the interactions between single mothers on welfare and 

v;lriorts institutions. lnteRiiewS with ffteen single mothers on wetfare from Chilliwack, 

British Columbia strotw Mr mmpfex life experiences. Analysis draws on their 

perspectives on poverty, ct.lWreSuing, paid work, education, their coping strategies and 

their reiationship with sociaf agmcks they rely on for assistance. This thesis argues that 

single mothers on w&he are not gassivb recipients of government support, rather they 

are working p m r  women whose work cx>nsists primarily of motherwork. Though these 

women rely on weke  as their piirrtary income source, they are not simpfy sitting at 

home waiting for monthly welfare cheques; for the most part, they are busy raising 

chiWren, doing hotlse work. and some are irwohled in cummuniQ work and paid work. 

Fudbmore, Ztrese single motRers are living in poverty because of the work they 

&+,inpaid hbour and chifd-reariq-which maintains low status in our society. 



And gwmmwt financial compensation (welfare income) is imdequate. Additionally, for 

many single mothers who desire into the primary W u r  market where wages are 

good, support sentices indudiq chi@ m e ,  trartsportation, education and skills training, 

are not available and/or not accessible. White it is true that some single mothers on 

weifare prefer to remain at b e  with their children rather than enter the paid labour 

force, women in all -ic groups regardless of maritaf status have being doing 

motherwork for centuries. Yet when single mothers on welfare choose to stay home, 

they are stigmatized as key and unwortfqt of government financial support. Thus the 

focus of welfare policy-makers points towards getting single mothers off weifare and into 

tfie work force. 

Implications of future welfare policy for single mothers are undear. At this time 

the federal social security review processes -will bring about changes to our social 

program iixhbing Canada kbi&ame M (CAP) wOPikh defines provincial weitare 

policies. Such change will no doubt affect the M c e s  and financial sectbations of poor 

s[ngk mothers. 
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iNfRODUCTiON 

Miafysis of the historical development of Guaranteed Available Income for Needs 

(GAIN), welfare' in British Cdumbia reveals a system fraught with complicated policies 

and practices: a system which creates many problems for the people it is intended to 

benefit. Single mothers reqrriririg Incame assistance all tm often struggle with 

cwmkrsorne rules and regutations of a smkd assistance delivery system which does not 

W e  info acmunt their diverse experiences and circumstances. furthermore, social 

-slaw pdiq has h i i M t y  set i m m e  assistance below a "subsistence level" to 

ensore that Wose who musf rev on w e h e  will not find it more attractive than paid work. 

Single mathers receiving income assistance are poor, yet ttre demand for a 

blanket policy to give more money to all mothers on GAIN would be an inadequate 

response to changing their poverty situation, as the situation is complex. Single mothers 

intenrimed in this sttKfy felt lhat the restrictive and rigid nature of GAIN policy 

wnfFitruted to, and maintakwd their poverty. Additionally, frequent administrative and 

@icy change in sociaf aSSjSfance regulatiuns often leave single mothers confused and 

anxias about their monthly cheques as well as other benefits and access to support 

servft=es* 

AAy interest in the exphmes of single mot+ters fiving in poverty came first out of 

my eqwhces as a single mother who once relied on social assistance? Later on as I 

studied SOCiOtogy and women stdies, concentrating on poverty issues and pubk policy 

respctnse, I noticed h t  lhe issrte of poverty for single mothers on social assistance was 



often m e  complex than debated zinc! discussed by peopk wtw i n f l u e m  public 

poliky3 Such discussions of poverty di nd reflect my realities, neither were they true 

r&ectIons of ftre s i t u z i ~  of &her singfe mothers I knwa4 

As a participant in tfire wetfare system I noticed that dl singfe mothers were 

perceived as having simiiar sihaions. Yet I recognized some distinct differences 

between single mothers f a d  with similar sets of circumstances - differences in both 

coping strategies and expechtbns. These observations raised some important 

questions for me: I)  I ponder on whal factors drive some single mothers on wetfare to 

struggle to the extent they do (studying full-time, working two jobs - often a full and a 

part-time) job to escape being =trappedR in a state of dependence on socia! assistance; 

2) Why should single muthers who work at caring for their chitdren be pressured to enter 

paid labour irr order to gain respec! mci id a sense sf worn in our society? 3) is the 

weofare system adequately assisting singfe mothers to transcend poverty or is it 

s&&gkdly reinforcing poverty for this group? 4) How are single mothers on income 

&stance coping with poverty issues in their every day lives? 

This fhesis examines the e m  of poor single mothers on income 

assistame h Br'itish Cobmbk The research was conducted in Chilliwack, a mid-size 

-sm&rzw& mmrnurlrl&y -3 100 ki&es &em V~?~XZLYH, Wsh L4~rnM.  Single 

4 - 1  EllUU-3 ..-A- ~ d t d s a  G# &i& my &.~&bfi, & ~ H ~ & O ~ I S  ~ O U S  

* * .  

mshbbms, a d  the coping strategies employed on a daily basis are prominent themes 

tIei~ot~ghorrt ttie study. Some singk motf.rers interviewed felt tkt their day-today realities 



way they look at dtxa~m, social ;;ig&es, daily sunAvai strategies and their futures. 

The study found that single ma&efs on welfare have numerous responses to being on 

welfare. Soms #omen regad king on welfare as a transitionai stage, and need specific 

help (imluding chi@ w e ,  m m t i o n ,  assistance with & m M d  upgrading) to get 

through this d ' i R  period in their lives and to move on to become independent. Other 

w m e n  see themsdrzs as waking p c x ~  women whose main occupation is mother-work; 

these vmmm have no irrtmtkm of getting a job outside tfre home. Women in each of 

these two categories need dient fypes of programs to help them achieve their goals, 

M i  maintaining a deamt living skmkd for themsehles and their children. A major 

cam- of a8 the #rr#nen -bkwimd is that existing social assistance (GAIN) policy is 





CWAPlER ONE: SlNGLE MOWERS AND WELFARE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA: THE 
MORE THINGS CHANGE THE MORE THEY STAY THE SAME 

An examination of the historical development of social assistance shows the 

rmific;atic3ns of changes in poky for single mothers, whose place in the welfare system 

seems to move back and b-fh with changes in government. Amendments to legislation 

and impbentation af new pdiicies reveals shifts in government perception and attitudes 

W w d s  single mothers r#1 wetfare. These shifts represent an under-current with 

p & t  effects on single mofhm, and functron to keep them in a state of dependence 

on w~ii;ue system. Md-Etionafly, thcmgh social assistance policy has evoked over 

the years, W e  are camistent ptkm witti regards to how single mothers are treated. 

These patterns have been mnkxl over frm early swial: ~~ policy into the 

current GAIN poky. 

Throtrgbut the hitstory uf British Cofumbia's social assistance policy, single 

mothers haw been a significant degofy in the wetfare struchrre, one subject to close 

smthy. Initial saM assist;vlce pot'tcy, single mothers wtro qualified, were 

en%#& 40 a mathds pensioni incxmte. Dwing the second phase of policy development 

Qt !337 - 1965) they were view& as poor dependants and granted a mother's allowance. 

Tacky lhq are seen as citizens capable of m i n g  a living, zdthcwgh ex-ng W!N 

mothers to remain as dependants of the wetfare system. It is 

fa nate that such changes ham dncided with s h i  in potiticaf forces and 



seem to point to strategic and systematic use of this group as a buffer by government 

when faced with public pressures. 

1. The develo~ment of social assistance in B.C. (historical overview 1871 -1 994) 

Social assistance in British Columbia has gone through many developmental and 

administrative changes since the postanfederation years. The issue of social welfare 

was designated as a responsibility of the provincial government under the Briiish North 

America Act (BNA) of 1867.5 While, the province took on addressing some aspects of 

-al welfare, it passed on most of the responsibility for dealing with poverty to the 

municipalities and local charities6 In 1871 the provincial government passed the 

Municipalities Act, one of the first acts after the entry of British Columbia into 

confederation which dealt with relief for q e  poor. This act made it the "duty of every city 

and municipality to make suitable provision for the poor and destitute" in its region.' 

There were many struggles between municipal governments and the provincial 

government in the years that followed. The turn of the century saw cases where poor 

people were being used as pawns in this political baffle over funds and re~~onsibility.~ 

Owing the depression of 1913-15 the municipalities were over-burdened with requests 

for social assistance and though the province imreased funding, there was a general 

feeling at the local level that it was time for a change in the approach to social assistance 

delivery. There was no systematic method for granting social assistance and relief was 

orr an ad hue Ms.  Many poor women and children could not access much needed 



assistan~e.~ Local charity organizations, mayors and women's groups played an 

important role in fobbying the provincial government for policy changes granting special 

recognition to single mothers as a distinct group among the poor. One combined 

lobbying effort occurred in 1918 when "women's organizations and the Mayors of 

Varicower, New Westminster and Chilliwack, journeyed to Victoria to argue the case for 

mothers' pensions for n o n - m i t i  widows and wives who had been deserted or were 

separated from their  husband^".'^ Two years later, the Mothers' Pension Act came 

about. The act granted, to- those women who qualified, "a small monthly income for 

mothers with children under sixteen years of age" - women who were widowed, deserted 

by or separated from their husbands." 

This early governmental attempt to address poverty cowems and administer 

assistance to single mothers adhered to the assumptions and practices of the British 

Elizabethan Poor Law (1601). Underlying the Poor Law is the recognition of "public 

responsibility for the relief of the dependent poor".'* Clague et A, argues that there were 

"three key elements in this legislation: financing and provision for the poor were a 

government responsibifi; financiai assistance must atways be below the minimum that 

a wufker might otherwise be earning; and lastly, a distinction must be made between the 

worthy and unworthy poor."3 The agencies responsible for granting relief to the poor 

were afso responsible for ensuring that work was available to "the unemployed, able- 

bodied persons and [for punishing] those considered to be able but unwilling to work"14. 



The emergence of the welfare structure in British Columbia, and the recognition 

that the government was responsible for providing for society's poor, marked a shift away 

from victim blaming, and the acceptance that poor people did not cause their poverty. 

The Mothers' Pension Act of 1920 established two fundarnenaat principles that were to 

remain within British Columbia's welfare system. Some single mothers were granted a 

special status as deserving poor under this legislation, thus these women were regarded 

& a 'worthy" group among the poor in British Co~umbia'~ The single mothers defined 

by this Act as worthy of government support included women with morals intact (those 

who did not have children out of wedlock) or women who could not depend on a male 

bread-winner (due to his deatt.1 or desertion). 

The act was significant because it was the first modem legislation in British 

Columbia removing social assistance from local administration. The act also marked the 

beginning of a period of British Columbia 's government intervention in the lives of poor 

women, who were dependent on income assistance. It shouM be noted that the act was 

&wed because it did not make provision for unmarried single mothers and women who 

left their husbands: they were not included as deserving poor under this legislation. 

In wetfare history, the years between 1928 and 1948 "constituted a period of rapid 

advance" in sociai program at the federal as well as the provincial level of government. 

In 1935 the Mothers' Pension A d  was amended to "include fathers who were totally 

incapacit@ted'.16 Still later, in 1937, the Mothers' Pension Act which also granted income 

asbbme to single mothers by mpioying a means test base on needs. 



The Assistance Act was enacted in 1945 and replaced a11 earlier social 

assistance iegislation." The new act had some important differences from earlier policy. 

However, it continued to reflect "cumulative prugress" in establishing social weffare as a 

public provincial re~ponsibility.'~ Simultaneously, Me growing economic and political 

climate &so had an impact on social service delivery, the welfare system becoming a 

major bureaucracy with a more professional service. 

The welfare structure underwent some administrative changes which affected 

cfients as well as the people who sewed them. Social work departments employed 

trained social workers, focused on staff development, and a "supervisors' council" was 

established to "co-ordinate puticy and senrizes". The development of a standard policy 

manual became part of Me Wal welfare system.lg A shift towards "decentralization of 

administration and supervision" eliminated duplication and long waiting periods for 

recipients. Previousty, authorization to release money to clients in remote areas and 

smalter centres would often be sent to Me regional supervisor by mail, which meant that 

dients bad to wait a long time for assistance that was desperatety needed. 

in addition to professional services, attitudes towards welfare as permanent 

suppotZ were changing within the government. The new policy defined welfare as 

temporary assistance, available only to alleviate temporary hardship, and the goal was 

tfiat all poor people would eventually be "rehabilitated" towards self-sufficiency, rngnly 

through paid work. There were four major components to this new social assistance 

poky: assistance was temporary until recipients could become self-reliant; assistance 



was granted amd ing  to an assessment of "needw and "means"; provision was made for 

health services, occupational training and retraining, foster and boarding home care; 

and counselling s e ~ c e s  were to be provided to families in crisis." 

One clearly positive outcome of the social assistance policy of 1945 was the 

change in welfare policy to distribute social assistance based on an assessment of 

needs and means wbich meant tbat a broader group was sewed. Poor people who were 

residents of the province 'inespective of race, creed, citizenship or poliical affiliationu2' 

and marM a tus ,  mdd qWi for income assistance. Prior to this act of 1945, some 

poor single mothers muM not acxess wetfare because of barriers due to colour, race 

and morality. For example, single mothers' who were unmarried at the time their 

children were born could qualify b r  assistance under this new policy. 

The practice of providing crrudiing services to families in crisis was also an 

important aspect of the policy. It redefined the role of social welfare as broader than 

m e f y  giving out money to needy families, but to include services to all types of non- 

poor families experiencing difficulties. Such practice reduced some of the stigma 

attached to people v h  received wehe and increased the public understanding of the 

role of w e e .  However, courrselfing senrices to fami!ies on welfare facilitated more 

intwentrort in their fives. Nat only were the financial affairs of economically 

d'rsadvantage people regulaited by the government, but the way the family functioned as 

a unit was open to government -ny. Issues resulting from the definition of family 

cxbk by social services were not challenged by people on welfare; they were 



depertdants of the welfare system and their lives were open to government intervention, 

even when intervention was not necesary.* 

Other aspects of the social services policy such as provision for heaith services, 

occupational training and retraining, foster and boarding home care, were important in 

tire new definition of welfare. Because the role of welfare was now seen as assisting the 

poor to become self-supporting, independent and contributing ciljzens, good health, 

homes for children parents could not care for, and the development of necessary skills 

for partkipation in the work f m  were essentials of the system. While health care was a 

valuable resource for single mothers, options for training andfor retraining and the option 

to piace their children in foster and boarding homes were not. Though policy sanctioned 

placing children in foster care and boarding homes, there were no provisions for day care 

centres. Nor were there other approaches that would enable single mothers to receive 

training-women would have to leave their homes and child care duties to acquire 

training. 

lhe Btitish Cofumbia social assistance policy of 1945 was rated to be one of the 

mast 'advanced on the yet it was very short-sighted because of its focus on 

s e l f - r & i  for all recipients. WWi this netw poky single mothers, like dl other welfare 

recipients, were viewed as workers. The pattern was established that this group of poor 

women needed to provide firrancial support for their families through paid work, yet policy 

di rtot set out a dear route to enaMe single mothers to be in the paid work force. In the 

bdks, it is frw today, fam3y responslbilitses and chikcharing came in codiiict with paid 



work. further, the new focus on self-reliance took away the protection given to some 

single mothers (and some fathers) under the Mothers' Pension and Mothers' Allowance 

legislations where ffiey were recognized as deserving poor. 

The Social Assistance policy established in 1945 remained the foundation of the 

W s h  Columbia welfare system arougfiout the late forties and through to the mid- 

seventies. At the same time, social and political changes influenced the way the system 

operated during this era. The election of Ihe Social Credit govemment in 1952, with its 

further difficufties for poor single mothers. Economic growth improved the living 

s tda rds  of many poor British Columbians. As the demand for unskiled workers 

increased with the economic "gem, many people who had depended on wetfare found 

work. During the sixties, p r  people themsekres were organizing to fight poverty and 

chalfenge the Social Credit government attempts at welfare reform? But single mothers 

tiad no economic or political p e r ;  they were one of the most disadvantaged group of 

poor in British Columbia. Clague et at point out that 

Many groups - the ekferty, the working p r ,  the disabled, 
Native peopfe and singte-parent families, particularfy those 
headed by women - remained outside the general prosperity. 
These groups continued to suffer from unemployment, 
inadequate i m ,  poor housing. and poor diets? 

The Social Credii w&e defeated and the NDP government was elected in 1972. 

New attempts were made towads w e k e  reform. In 1976 the provincial GAIN Act was 

enacted, replacing the Social Assistance Act (1945-1 976). While GAlN policy maintained 



most of the practices and procedures set out in earlier social assistance policies, it 

complemented them a& c.-ded social welfare. GAIN policy was designed to be 

adaptable for future changes. Policy makers who implemented GAlN recognized that 

social needs are not static, and saw the need for on-going restructuring of social 

assistance programs to ensure that they "reflect changes in social rea~ities".~ 

Additionally, GAlN poticy also &-shared with the federal government for basic social 

welfare and specific assistance to help people become independent of income 

assistance. Thus the federal government now has some jurisdiction on social welfare 

delivery in the province. 

WRhin GAIN puficy social services are provided to help poor people overcome 

barriers to their independence. Basic benefits and services are available temporarily 

while recipients take action to gain independence, chiefly through employment. In order 

to get basic welfare, all recipients must be available for, and activety seeking, work at all 

times. The responsibility is on the client not the ministry worker, to take the lead towards 

getling Into the paid labour force. But, when recipients cannot find work on their own, 

they wilt be referred to avaitabk jobs - usually in the tow-pay service sector. 

The philosophy of lhe current GAIN policy is similar to the earlier social assistance 

policy it repiad: recipients of wetfare should be helped so that they can become self- 

reliant and independent citizens. The GAlN Act authotizes the provision of basic 

necessities (food, clothing and shelter), and social services to those who demonstrate 

need by way of an a s s m m t  of means and needs. But the method used to determine 



means and needs is not always clear to recipients. b r  example, normally a single 

mother with two children under twelve years, would be granted a maximum of $1 ,I 75 

monthly i n c ~ m e . ~  GAIN policy stipulates that a family with two dependent children is 

allowed to have $6,000 in assets28 (not including the home or the car used as 

transportation) and stilt be eligible for income assistance. However, in practice, if a single 

mother has liquid or near liquid assets (cash, bonds or other investments), she would not 

qualify for income assistance until she has exhausted all such assets and can show she 

has no means by which to support herself and her children." 

The rules and regulations of GAIN policy are set out in a policy manual, entitled 

Proarams for Independence. Programs for lndependence (PFI) is regulated in part by 

Canada Assistance Plan Act (CAP). CAP is a joint federal-provincial cost sharing of 

socia! weifare agreement enacted in 1966. This agreement also gives some protection 

to the poor, including the right to basic welfare for people in need, and it contains the 

idea that people should not be forced to work for welfare. Guidelines for service delivery 

of British Columbia welfare under GAIN Programs for Independence are "embodied in 

federal and provincial legislation? 

Programs for independence is divided into two major categories: i) temporary 

asstktance programs (TAP) and ii) Income Assurance Programs (IAP). TAP is 

designated to meet the basic needs of recipients who are between jobs and have 

exhausted all other sources of income while IAP is available to assure elderly and 

d i i i e d  citizens the lifelong financial and service assistance they need to live as 



independently as possible? Programs of independence makes distinctions between 

4hose who are employable, unemployable, handicapped, seniors and one-parent 

families. The amount of income recipients receive is dependent on which category they 

fit into. 

Over the past eigMeen years GAIN poticy has been amended numerous times, 

but the principles of unified administration and professional semMce, a policy grounded in 

legislation, and the goal of building 'setf-reliant citizens of the futurea remains 

uriarsgeb. These principles, which emerged under the Social Assistance Act of 1945, 

form the guiding principles of the GAIN Act today. The focus on setf-reliance and 

independence, established in the mid-forties, forms the building block for Programs for 

Independence--the foundation of the welfare system. 

GAIN policy today recognizes some single mothers as temporary dependants of 

the welfare system, and these women are entitled to financial assistance for a period of 

time. Though aft able-bodied single mothers are classified as employable under the 

@icy, those with young children (under twetve years) h those with mentally or 

physically challenged chiMren (under nineteen years) are not required to seek 

emptoyment They are given a monthly welfare cheque with no pressures to enter the 

paid work force. However, when either of the above protective categories is eliminated, 

single mofhers must be ready to join the b u r  force in order to qualii for income 



Throughout the history of social assistance development in British Columbia, 

some characteristics ~~ profoundly affect single mothers have prevailed. Four 

consistent traits remained witfsin welfare policy: the practice of granting inadequate 

assistance to single-parents; and over-intervention in the lives of single 

mothers; ~overnme@ targeting this group in times of economic restraints and shifts in 

attitudes; and reinforcing welfare dependency for single mothers. i discuss each of these 

m wow. 

i m m e  assis+aRm less than s ~ ~ e m  lev& is rrot unique to Bmsh Columbia, 

but is common to welfare policies elsewhere." Despite the evolution of policy, 

contemporary GAIN has not departed from traditional poor law practices of granting 

-stance to the poor tuo t a w  for recipients to live decently. The rationale for low 

weffare payments is deemed 'necessary to protect the work ethic'." Social assistance 

to single mothers is kept at the minimum W, or below what they need to suppost their 

families, lest welfare becomes too Wactive and they refuse to be rehabilitated into paid 

fabouT. 

But the practice of granting inadequate financial assistance to single mothers, 

forces women and children to tiwt in extreme poverty. Low income assistance to single 

mdwxs reiRforces chiW poverty, and pc## chifdren liie in houSet.1olds Mere parents are 

poor. Single mother famifks are more likely to be poorer than any other type of family.35 

As a resuft of p d i i  inadequacies, single mothers struggle with money insecurities and 

Wfhe most part Mame-furaepovertysihtation. 



Mestyfe mon&ured dasdy by weffafe worttefs. Much of the stigma attached to welfare 

can be attributable to how government poky-makers cany out tfreir affairs. tn the history 

af wetfare in lhis province, single mothers have always had their lives policed by the 

general pubfic and govern- dike. A case in pint is found in the devefopment of 

-al webre in the 19120's wfien the MattrePs' Pension policy required local advisory 

boards to 'maintain c-n am&d over applications and recipients"? These boards 

were deemed necessary in the brmtive years af government to keep control on the 

government purse as w&l as to m r e  -that the women who were supported with public 

hfds were of high moral standards. 

Single mothers t*% like their sisters before them, are still struggling with the 

SOCiai stigma and the WeWyj by more afftuenf members of society because they rely on 

social assistance. While governments no longer set up boards to oversee the I'rfestyles 

of these women, the g m d  put& reinfwoes negative attitudes and kbviours towards 

single mothers on welfare." 

Thirdlys different government MES have made changes to weffare policies which 

target singie m&ws as the group of recipients who should be usel to reduce 

govemrrsPrrP spending on soci;it weifare. In both periods when So& Credit 

government was in power (I 952-1 972; and 1976-1991) the emghasis was on reducing 

welfare case&&, single fmhxs wefe flmsed on became of their vuinerabi!ii as 

mstr*ler~andaspoorpeogpie- URderttreSocZalM@ad 



allowed single mothers to remain home only until their youngest child reached six 

months old, after that time single mothers had to be in the work force or in employment 

training programs or they could lose their welfare benefits. At the same time, single 

mothers encountered many barriers to independence, including inadequate child care, 

no access to desired academic up-grading (university and coliege education), 

inadequate skills training, and difficulties with transportation. Without the above 

resources, single mothers who wanted to be in the work force found it difficutt to do so. 

Additionally, even if some single mothers had those barriers removed, they did not wish 

to leave their babies and enter paid labour. Therefore policy forced many women to lie 

about looking for work. 

The NDP government in the first phase of government (1972-1977) focused on 

building strong community-based power structures, but did not do anything significant to 

change the position of single mothers on welfare. But the second time around (which 

began in 1992) the NDP government recognized the difficulties single mothers had under 

the previous administr~tion where the child-rearing role of this group was ignored. Poor 

single mothers were chosen as a group who warranted special treatment. The NDP 

government immediately after assuming office, and true to its campaign promises, 

mended GAIN policy to recognize mother-work as an important choice for single 

mothers Tl?e polky allowed a!! single parents to reman home until their y~ungest child 

reached nineteen yeas; though these women only received a small increase in their 

welfare cheque for staying home.% But two years later, social pressures and public 



attitudes towards welfare recipients forced the government of the day to again amend 

p~licy which reduced the time single mothers could stay home with their children from 

nineteen years to twelve yearss 

Finally, while it seems to be the preference of government policy-makers that 

able-bodied welfare recipients become self-supporting and independent citizens, welfare 

policy and practices makes it difficult for them to do so. Since the beginning of income 

assistance for this group they have become more dependent on the welfare system. 

The issue of welfare dependency for single mothers was embedded in the 

Mothers' Pension policy of 1920. The government during that time enjoyed some 

political gains by appearing benevolent in taking care of poor single mothers, women 

who could not depend on a male bread-winner (due to death or desertion) were 

supported by the government. Governmer;: also benefited by gaining public trust and 

strengthening its position. During the early nation building years, the government 

position was weak, and the general public's support was highly valued (it was local 

groups and mayors who lobbied the province for the Mothers' Pension). Because it was 

socially acceptable and economically beneficial for women to stay home and care for 

their children, the Mothers' Pension enabled single mothers to remain home; yet the 

foundation for constructing a welfare- dependent group was set in motion. 

The ro!e of w=!fare in providing temperarj supper! with the focus on making all 

recipients into self-reliant citizens does not benefit single mothers in the long-term 

because of the inherent contradictions in policy--they cars be full-time mothers so long as 



they are willing to live in poverty. Policy acknowledges single mothers as workers if; the 

home, but their work ends at a predetermined date. Though women must continue with 

their child-rearing duties long after a child's twelfth birthday (or nineteenth in exceptional 

circumstances), there are no provisions in existing policy for these single mothers. 

These women are required to be in the work force, to be actively seeking employment, 

or to be in retraining when their children have reached the age limit outlined in policy. 

However, even when most single mothers try to get off welfare and enter into paid 

labour, they find themselves in low-pay, unskilled labour - the senrice sector. The wages 

they stand to earn will be less than welfare and not enough to support their families." 

Additionally, welfare policy does not adequately provide single mothers with options for 

making the transition from child-rearing to paid work. 

The restrictions placed on single mothers under the current GAlN policy reflect 

practices of earlier social assistance policy, hence the realities of single mothers today 

mirror the experiences of their counterparts in the twenties. In the 1920's single mothers 

were regarded as deserving poor and assured a n~minal monthly pension. 

Contemporary policy still relegates single mothers to a status of dependence but the grey 

areas in GAlN policy are not always clear to the women--for some women one month 

they have a regular welfare cheque, the next month they c~u ld  have no money. Single 

mothers on GAlN are caught in a vicious cycle: on one hand, ithey do receive a monthly 

cheque (even if it is not enough to ensure they live above povertj), but on the other hand 



the restrictive nature of the policy keeps them in a state of dependence and trapped in 

poverty. 

1 1. implications of latest social welfare reforms for poor sinale mothers 

Since the beginning of 1994 there has been on-going dialogue concerning the 

proposed reform to our social security structure? The social security review process 

has just been completed. Some changes were instituted in 1994. Additionally changes 

to the system are happening as I write and more changes are expected during the next 

few years. Additionally, there is on-going debate about the process of the social securii 

review; the public consultation process is viewed with scepticism by many. Anti-poverty 

groups across Canada are contending that the government ha$ not given them the 

opportunity to address poverty issues with the review committee during the public 

consu~tation.~~ Parliamentary committee members and social policy analysts are also 

questioning the value of inviting public input when revamping of the social programs "pre- 

empts the public proce~s" .~ The government rationale for review is based on 

social and economic factors, The social smunty system is believed to be "too passive, 

oriented towards income support rather than active programming aimed at securing long- 

term attachment to the work force." There is also the perception that the public wants a 

review: the social programs are archaic and too much money is being spent on social 

programs. The Minister of Finance confirmed in a newspaper intewiew that "cost cutting" 



is an important reason for overhaul of the programs? Additionally, the government 

vision is that a "job is the best way to offer Canadians economic and social securityn." 

This section of the thesis explores aspects of the federal social programs reforms, 

and their impact on provincial welfare programs, particularly as they apply to single 

mothers. Though it is much too early to understand the real impact of social programs 

reforms, it is reasonable to suggest that any reform of the national social security 

structure will trickle down to the provincial level, and ultimately change the lives of poor 

people who must rely on welfare. What does reform mean for poor people in Canada 

who rely heavily on our social welfare programs? Further, how does reform at the 

national level impact on single mothers on welfare in British Columbia? 

The scope and directions ?cr reform involve the creation of an "action plan" which 

will identify problems with existing programs and proposed changes. The process will 

take place in four phases. The initial phase involves proposed changes getting approval 

from Cabinet, briefing of the provinces, and releasing some information on social security 

review to the public. In the second phase issues arising from the proposed action plan 

will be debated in parliament, more sophisticated communication styles will be employed 

(including a work book on reform) and consultation with special interests group and the 

public will take place. In the third phase, parliamentary committee reports and 

recommendations are submitted to ministers. The fourth stage is the legislative process 

to change policy." 

The reform proposes changes to seven programs. These are as follows: 



1) Unemployment Insurance (UI) which provides financial benefits to workers who are 

unemployed, sick, or on parental leave; ii) The Canada Assistance Plan (CAP), through 

which the federal government cost-shares with the province for welfare and other social 

services; iii) The Child Tax Benefit Program, which gives tax credits to single parents, 

allows tax deducti~n for child care expenses, and provides an income supplement to 

families based on their net income level; iv) Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP) 

which grants loans and interest subsidies to post-secondary school students in need 

financial help; v) Employment and Training Programs, which provides training, 

counselling and other resources to unemployed and under-employed workers (single 

parents included) to enable them to enter the work force; vi) The Established Programs 

Financing (EPF), providing support for post-secondary education including grants, 

special awards and provincial loans program; vii) Social Development initiative which 

encompasses numerous programs including integration for persons with disabilities and 

community child w e  initiatives programs.' 

Reform to all the above seven social programs will have direct impact on the 

social and economic position of poor people; but reforms to CAP and UI will have the 

most profound effects on single mothers on wetfare. Initial changes to these two 

programs commenced in February 1994, when the federal government proposed cuts to 

CAP funding to generate a saving of $1.5 billion per year for five years," and announced 

a "$5.5 billion cut in unemployment benefits over three  year^'.^ Sceptics in British 



Columbia are claiming that cuts to UI have "already pushed thousands of people who 

would have been eligible for UI benefits onto welfare"?' 

Further, proposed changes to unemployment will create a %vo-tiered system for 

occasional and chronic claimants" and 'redirect more funds to job trainingus2 The 

proposed two-tier system will be made up of basic employment insurance (BSI) available 

to occasional users and the supplementary employment insurance (SEI) which will be 

"earning replacement and employment services assistance" for chronic users? The SEI 

will be similar to the provincial welfare rates, thus, removing the incentive for sessional 

and temporary workers to collect UI instead of welfare. With more people collecting 

welfare the provincial systems will be taxed beyond their capabilities. Historically, single 

mothers in British Columbia have been the group most vulnerable when government is 

faced with pressures to reduce social welfare. This group could experience even lower 

welfare benefits, as well as being forced to work for their monthly assistance cheque? 

Another implication of the proposed two-tier structure is that claimants who are 

designated to receive SEI benefit will be getting similar income to being on welfare. SEI 

then would serve as a temporary gap between federal welfare and provincial welfare. 

The impact of federal social programs reforms on the provincial welfare system will not 

be fully realized until the new two-tier UI system is in place. However, we can assume 

that if the welfare system is over-burdened, the people on welfare will experience 

reductions in their welfare income and benefits. 



Changes to CAP will have the nast direct impact on single mothers because of 

the federal and provincial funding arrangement for welfare. Initially CAP transfer 

payments were based on a 50 per cent cost-sharing agreement between the federal 

government and the provinces. But in 1990 the federal government set the annual 

increases at 5 per cent for economically stable provinces--Ontario, Alberta and British 

Columbia. The federal government would enable the province to have more "control 

over" their welfare and social services dollars, but they would give the provinces less 

money to work with. Additionally, basic rights to income assistance sanctioned under 

CAP are challenged with proposed reform to this program. In anticipation of total 

autonomy over welfare dollars, at least two provinces are already initiating reform. 

In Alberta, the provincial government introduced a "cost-cutting budget" and social 

services have been drastically reduced; by some estimates "one third" of welfare 

recipients have been cut off.= Alberta has had a history of blaming the poor and 

punishing single mothers who try to become educated and escape perpetual poverty on 

welfare? The government in British Columbia is also proposing its own social welfare 

reform although the scope of the reform is not clear to users of the system nor interest 

groups. However, the Minister of Social Services has indicated that the ministry is 

"proceeding with the clear understanding that we'll have less money" for welfare? 

British Columbia has been selected as one of the two provinces (New Brunswick 

is the other) to be used in the "Self Sufficiency Project", a pilot project funded by the 

federal government costing $67 million over three years. The project involves 8,000 



people in British Columbia and 5,000 ira New Brunswick, but half the subjects are a 

control group who will be studied but will not be involved in the work force and will not be 

paid. The idea came out of the Organization for Economic Development and 

Cooperation (OECD) and is an "experiment to get single mothers off welfare". The 

project will pay "women half of the difference between their actual wage" and a top wage 

of $37,000 in British Columbia and $30,000 annually in New Brunswick. 

The self sufficiency project is very short-sighted and creates additional problems 

for women. Employers will use this project to acquire cheap labour, and women will be 

guaranteed a low pay job for three years. Because the project does not expand beyond 

three years, women working through this program will be unemployed at the end of three 

years. End Legislated Poverty, an anti-poverty group criticized the self sufficiency project 

and notes that it serves to blame the victim rather than to reduce poverty. They argue 

that: "it's a way to make poor people feel that poverty is their fault and a way to provide 

welfare for employers."" Sinl;!e mothers on welfare, in order to improve their immediate 

poverty situation, will seize the opportunity offered by the self sufficiency without fully 

contemplating the difficulties they will face in securing employment or returning to welfare 

after the three year period ends. 

A common theme of both federal and provincial welfare programs reform is to 

"reward efforts by welfare recipients". It is the ideal of both bodies of government that 

people should work for the money they need for themselves and their families. At the 

same time, the work that mothers do of raising children is not socially recognized as 



valuable work, thus monetary value has not been be assigned to this work. Until a 

redefinition of work is under-taken, any attempt at reform of social programs will exclude 

the contribution of single mothers, ultimately excluding the rights to benefits. 

In the development of welfare policy single mothers in British Columbia have not 

been rewarded for their efforts. As a poor group in British Columbia, single mothers on 

welfare have been targeted to be mobilized into paid work in times of economic 

constraints and political changes. (For example, the Social Credit government 

introduced a welfare policy which stipulates that single mothers on welfare had to return 

to the work force or actively looking for work when the youngest child in reaches six 

months old). Today this group stands to lose the partial protection they now have with 

the national social programs review. The self sufficiency project is one such attempt at 

forcing single mothers into the work force; at the same time issues around child care, 

long-term employment, job satisfaction, and choice of whether or not women want to do 

mother-work or paid work have not been adequately addressed. 

Single mothers on welfare in Chilliwack, clearly advocate choice as an important 

factor in their situation. The notion of choice for single mothers on welfare is often 

missing in welfare programs - too often the focus is towards getting women into paid 

labour and off the welfare system. Single mothers spend a great deal of time caring for 

children, yet this work is under-valued and the income they receive from welfare is 

insufficient for the family to survive beyond the base minimum standard. Further, single 

mothers on welfare are viewed as lazy, and are seen as living off other more affluent 



members of society. GAIN policy has actively reinforced and sanctioned negative 

attitudes towards single mothers. 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY: SPEAKING AND WRITING ABOUT SINGLE 
MOTHERS' POVERTY 

The research methodology employed in this study relies mostly on an experiential 

analysis, which comes out of feminist analyses and critiques of traditional research 

methods and practices, particularly those by Shularnit Reinharr (1983);' Ann Oakley 

(1981): Kirby and McKenm (1989)3 and poverty researcher Sheila Baxter (1988): 

Reinharz's experiential analysis" is informed by a sociology of knowledge perspective 

which is a synthesis of many. existing methods of research and whose main concern is to 

"explain the relationship between the knowledge produced and/or accepted in a 

particular society at any time, and other dimensions ~f that society". The main focus is to 

create an "alternative" to traditional "objective" ways of doing research, fuelled by 

"perceived contradictions or inadequacies in certain research methods'.' Thus 

"experiential analysis allows the researcher to acknowledge people's experiences, 

feelings, thoughts, and belief@ and is therefore able to validate them. Reinharr 

advocates a balance in the power relations between research and participants (co- 

researchers) which enables an ongoing dialogue between both parties throughout the 

research process. She also feels that the research project should be of interest and 

benefit to both researcher and co-researchers. 

However, while I found the idea of connection and commitment to participants 

helpful, Reinharz's practice of working with co-researchers could not be applied to this 

study of poverty of single mothers on welfare. First, some single mothers felt 

uncomfortable about being viewed as co-researchers because of recognizable class 
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difference and power imbalances between us (myself, a universrty graduate student and 

them, single mothers on wetfare). Any attempt to ignore class and power differentials 

(real or perceived) was to deny their realities in a project that in essence I "owned". 

Secondly, only two participants felt comfortable "adding" questions and comments to the 

ones I developed for the project mostly because of their level of education. Some 

women refused to see themselves as "authorities" on poverty issues, though the 

experiences they spoke about were their own. 

Too often poor single mothers are studied and their voices are not present in the 

results of the project. Kirby and IMcKenna suggest that this problem could be rectified by 

conducting research from the margins. They cautioned that research from the margins is 

not "research on people from the margins, but research by, for, and with thern.j These 

writers point out that as women 

most of us have not had the opportunity to research, to 
create knswidge which is rooted in and representative of 
our experience. We have been excluded from participating 
in, describing and analyzing our own understanding of 
ra~ity.~ 

Kirby and McKenna also find it important that feminist researchers employ a 

process of "decoding" and "demethodologizing" when they are doing research. Such 

practices not only facilitate a different way of doing research, but empower subjects in 

the research project. These feminist researchers advocate "dialogue between all 

participants in the research process in which all are respected as equally knowing 
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Ann Oakley's model for interviewing women, departs from traditional quantitative 

research; and 1 found her approach useful in conducting my research. Oakley's 

paradigm for interviewing women seeks to "minimize objectification of the subject by 

viewing the interview process as an interactional exchanga."1•‹ She found that a 'real 

distancing" between participants and interviewer hampered the process of gathering 

meaningful information. When she conducted interviews she asked her participants 

questions and they were given sppsPtunilies to also ask her questions. Oakley spent 

time with the women in their homes and maintained contact with some participants after 

the research project was over. Participants did not scpesience her way of doing research 

as intrusive, because they were involved in the research process and did not see 

themselves as mere objects being studied. Such practice, according to Oakley, enriches 

the quality of the study. By applying Oakley's interviewing techniques, I was able to 

interact with parlicipants in a manner which did not escalate class and power issues." 

In addition to Oakley's model for interviewing I draw on the work of Sheila Baxter. 

Baxter's work on women's poverty exposes the conditions under which poor women (old 

women, single parents, working poor women, disabled women) live in Vancouver. She 

connects their poverty situation to broader social issues and institutions (including the 

welfare system) reinforcing their disadvantaged lifestyles. Baxter's woman-in-the-street 

interwiewing style of these women captures their every day life stories of poverty, and the 

way they cope. I found the way Baxter recounts women's realities without rephrasing 

their experiences or minimidng their voices very helpful in doing this research. 
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The Krby and McKenna method of reflecting on our experiences as we do 

research enabled me to critique my own experiences while interviewing women and in 

analyzing the data. These writers emphasize that feminist researchers must give priority 

to "intersubjectivity and critical reflection". Before I started the project I held certain views 

about women on welfare. For instance, I assumed women on welfare wanted to get-off 

wetfare and change their lives to what I thought was a better lifestyle (return to school, 

full-time work). The process of critically evaluating these and other biased assumptions, 

and where they came from, enabled me to stay focused on the women's experiences. 

Assumptions and Expectations 

Prior to interviewing these women, I pondered some of the prevalent assumptions 

about single mothers on welfare, and some expectations of what I would find. Most of 

the assumptions about single mothers on welfare are negative, and although I do not 

hold such images of poor single mothers, 1 wanted to ensure tkdf my findings were not 

coloured by any other stereotypes or assumptions about this group. I wrote out my 

assumptions and expectations and created computer files to aid me as I did the 

research. This process proved very useful in analysis, because I could refer to those 

assumptions and expectations and compare them to the actual resuits of nry research.'* 

I assumed that all single mothers hated being on welfare and expected that these 

women were eager to get-off welfare and would show much enthusiasm about returning 

to school or paid work. Other assumptions and expectations were about the experiences 

of women of colour13 on welfare. For instance, my experiences of being on welfare led 
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me to believe that issues sf race, immigration status and ethnicity presented certain 

difficulties for peopie of coiour, and particularly immigrant women. While I was on 

welfare, at times it seems that I would receive special treatment (a home-maker during 

exam periods) because I was educated and trying to get-off the system. But at other 

times I would be harassed by income assistance workers who argued that because I was 

an immigrant i should work for my income, or that my home was "too nice" for a person 

receiving income assistan~e.'~ 

I expected to find that women's racial, ethnic and immigration status would mark 

their relationship with the welfare system. I want4 to know whether women of colour 

and immigrant women in Chilliwack experienced difFerential treatment from social 

workers. Also, I felt that because Chilliwack was a small communrty there had to be 

some connections between a mother's skin colour and/or her ethnic background and the 

way she experienced poverty in the community. 

Sample Selection 

The Sardis Open-Door Program for single mothers in the Chilliwack area was 

approached to help me make connm~sns with single mothers. The centre operates a 

pre-school two days weekly for children three to five years old of single mothers, and 

serves as a local drop-in to break the isolation for these women. The program 

coordinator was contacted by telephone and informed of my intention to conduct 

research on issues of poverty involving single mothers. I was invited to make a 

presentation to volunteers and women who use the centre. At the meeting I explained to 
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the group--administrators and single mothers--the purpose of the study: format, time 

commitments, and that involvement on the part of each participant would be voluntary. 

At this meeting, I distributed a letter to all participants in the centre about myself, 

and the reason why I wanted to study poverty issues for single mothers. Attached to this 

letter was a "screening questionnaire" for potential participants, which would enable me 

to select eligible candidates for interviews. (Appendix A). Participants in the study were 

to meet some basic criteria - they had to be single mothers on welfare and involved in 

parenting their own children at home. 

Response Rate 

Responses to the screening questionnaire were gathered within one week from 

the date they were distributed at the centre. Eighteen of the twenty-two women who 

responded to this initial questionnaire met the established criteria for participation in the 

study. Those who did not fit the basic criteria for participation in the study (i.e* women 

who were not receiving GAIN; women living with a supporting spouse; and women not 

parenting their children at that time) were informed of their ineligibility and no further 

contact was made. For women who met the established criteria and who were interested 

in the study, I arranged to meet with each one indi~idually.'~ Of the eighteen, one 

woman moved away from Chilliwack; one woman decided not to take part in the study 

when I contacted her by phone (she offered no explanation, excepting that she felt 

uncomfortable with me); and-another woman dropped out after the first interview. 



Procedure 

Respondents were then contacted by telephone over the fiollowing two week 

period and a follow-up letter was sent giving more information about the project-- my 

name and phone number, and the name and phone number of my supervisor. Women 

were given appointment dates to meet with me. Because I was living in Burnaby at the 

time the study was conducted, participants were instructed to call me collect if they felt 

they needed to darify inkhation given or tc talk more (only one woman called to 

reschedule an appointment). 

During the in-person contact, each participant was again informed that 

participation in the project was voluntary and assured of confidentiality. Also, at that time 

participants were asked to sign a consent form (Appendix 9) and given the opportunity to 

choose a pseudonym. The pseudonym chosen by the participants was used for the 

duration of the study (transcription and analysis of recorded conversation). I further 

ensured confidentiality by creating computer data files under the pseudonym. 

Each participant had two formal interviews. In the first interview, a written 

questionnaire was completed by participants (Appendix 6); the second interview required 

the use of a tape recorder. During the first interview, each participant had the 

opportunity to discuss the open-ended questions and was invited to make changes. 

Time spent on the second interview was approximately one to one and a half hours with 

each person. Care was taken to follow similar procedures, where possible, in all 
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interviews. Interview tapes were erased after checking them against transcriptions for 

accuracy. One participant requested the return of her recorded conversation and this 

was done at a later date. Participants were contacted at different times during the 

information gathering and analysis stage of the study to ensure their full participation and 

a collective process. 

All interviews were akducted over a six week period. Interviews were conducted 

in participants' homes for two important reasons. First, I] wanted to be sure that 

participants felt comfortable and that they had some control over the interview process. 

They were empowered ts act, if they felt they needed to turn off the tape for instance, 

they could do so and feel "at home". Secondly, all the women had children and 

arranging babysitting wauld be problematic if we had to meet outside their homes. Only 

one of the fifteen participants chose not to be interviewed in her home. She met me at 

the home of a friend to enable her son to.play with her friend's son. All interviews were 

conducted in a space with minimal distractions (away from the children and other 

sources of external distractions). 

lnstrunent 

The study was comprised of a written questionnaire and taped recorded 

interviews using a list of open-ended questions. The written questionnaire captured 

factual information including family composition, income, housing cost, employment 

status, parenting skills, child care arrangements, racial and ethnic identity, and age group 

of participants. The open-ended questions focused on the participant's experiences, 
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coping strategies, and her relationship to various institutions (including MSS, churches, 

food banks]. Because the open-end questions required participants' input, there was not 

a fully developed list of questions prior to contacting participants, rather they were asked 

to look over the questions, and to make changes to existing questions. 

In the tape recorded interview, a blank cassette tape was used in each interview 

and labelled with that woman's pseudonym zt the end of the session. A partially 

developed fist of questions with identifiable themes were used in the tape recorded 

interviews to ensure that the interview process remained focused. Themes concentrated 

on issues sf lifestyle, coping strategies, self-concept, long term goals and objectives fof 

alleviating poverty, communrty interaction, interaction with social services, access to 

available resources, and ways of empowering themselves. 

Research challenaes 

I experienced some challenging moments in trying to validate these various 

theoretical perspectives and do poverty research in which the women's voices would not 

be lost. In gathering and analyzing data, it was important to me that single mothers 

could tell their stories (in most of chapter three the exact words of participants have been 

transcribed and presented as they were recorded in the interview process). At times, 

though, women would contradict themselves in what appears to be a way of censoring 

what they wanted to be captured on tape. I had to be patient and allow them to control 

the process of speaking. 
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During the interview process, class difference surfaced at least twice. These 

issues surfaced and formed a dichotomy of "us" (women on welfare) and "them" 

(privileged women). Such a period of discomfort, though it was not named in some 

instances, tested the project and I would worry between interviews whether or not the 

next woman I had scheduled for an interview would cancel.'' My anxieties were fuelled 

by the fact that earlier two participants dropped out of the study, because they were 

uncomfortable with me--one woman chose not to honour her first interview app~intment, 

and refused to return my calls. But the other woman challenged my position and my 

rights to do poverty research. She told me that 1 had some "nerve" Po call myself poor 

while driving a newer model car." 

Another challenging aspect of the project was the emotional involvement for me to 

examine poverty. At different intervals during the research process (interviewing women 

and while analyzing data), I found myself reflecting on my own experiences of being 

poor, as I could identify with some of the stories the women told. I found it necessary to 

write my own story and reactions in a journal, in order to eliminate personal biases and 

misinterpretation. The journal was later reviewed as I re-read the final transcriptions and 

analyzed the data. 

Data Analvsis 

Because data gathering was done in a relaxed setting--participants1 homes, there 

were allowances for observation of some activities of women without mediation. 

Obsewations of the home also formed a part of the data collection process. This 
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experience reaffirms for me that research cannot be neatly compar9Klentalined and 

packaged, and expectations of what one would find and what one actually finds differ. 

Participants' analyses of why and how it is that they are poor were enlightening. 

In presenting these findings, I try to include as many direct quotations from the women 

as possible. As stated before, it is important to me that the voices and experiences of 

poor women remain present in the study. (I did not want to present the evidence as 

"colsurfuf stories" by single mothers on welfare.) Women not only spoke about their 

experiences, but they analyzed the significant roles of others (ex-partners, social 

agencies and we!fare) in maintaining and reinforcing their poverty. Participants shared 

with me their perceptions of poverty, their impressions of the role of education (post- 

secondary education and lack of), their analyses of child-rearing as work, and ways 

poverty affects their self-esteem and concept of who they are as parents and members 

of society. 

A separate coding formula was developed for the written questionnaires and the 

typed transcriptions. In the written questionnaires coding was done and cross-checked. 

From this questionnaire demographic information for each single mother was compiled 

and appears in an appendix. In sorting through the typed transcripts, I found it 

necessary to cross-check coded material several times. Two other persons also 

checked the transcripts against the tapes for accuracy. These transcripts were further 

sorted according to recurring themes and computer files were created according to 

recurring themes. 
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While sorting through the data, it became clear that single mothers' experiences 

were quite different. Though I had formulated some related themes prior to conducting 

interviews, the stories the women told rendered it necessary to formulate numerous other 

categories for sorting data in order to adequately present the results. Such categories 

include: perception of poverty, perception of child-rearing and paid work, interaction with 

social agencies, self-concept and self-esteem, coping strategies, educational attainment 

(and plans for further study), discussion of future on or off welfare. Other related 

categories include, discussion of the impact of ethnicrty and immigrant status (though 

issues about race, ethnicity and immigrant status were subtle and confusing at times), 

class background (social position before welfare), and employment related issues (some 

women worked part-time). 

Additionally, issues emerged from the women telling of their experiences which 

also served as units of analysis. For instance, prior to commencing the study I had not 

given any thoughts to generational issues among recipients. However, data collected 

shows that there are noticeable difference in perceptions and attitudes of women who 

regarded wetfare assistance as their permanent income source (mostly second and third 

generation wetfare recipients) and women who regarded welfare as temporary support to 

assist them in the transition into single parenthood. 

Transitional welfare mothers had plans and goals that they were working towards 

(some women were returning to full-time school and career training, some were working 

part-time until their children were in school full-time, etc). Women who saw welfare as 

their permanent income souice felt very strongly about their rights to remain home with 
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their children until the children were fully grown. These women believed the welfare 

system to be obligatory in its responsibilities to single mothers, and they were more 

forthcoming in asserting their rights to decent income and support for their mother-work. 

More detailed discussion of issues regarding transitional welfare mothers and non- 

transitional welfare mothers are dealt with later in discussion of findings. 

I feel that my experiences of being on welfare, though integrated in some aspect 

of the research process, serves to validate and add richness to the study. My values and 

assumptions about women's poverty are informed by myexperiences as a woman who 

has been poor, my racial and cultural background, my role of parenting, and my 

perspectives on paid work and domestic labour. 
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While these women invited me to share in very ?rir~t_ima?e details of their Iides!yles, 
some wanted to distance themselves from working equally on this project with me. 
Any pretence at equality, I feel, would be false in their eyes and would only serve 

to devalue our working relationship. 



12. See Deringer, 'Women Experiences.. M.A Thesis, P.32. 

13. The term women of colour continues to spark much debate among women. The 
term was first used by women who were not white in differentiating themselves 
and recognizing that diversity is important in our experiences. By using the term 
in this thesis, further debate is not intended, but it is used to point to the 
differences in our experiences. 

14. 1 experienced harassment for three months after my worker did a home visit and 
commented on my progress and the fact that I did not appear to need welfare. 
She collected my cheques for three months and kept them in her desk drawers 
(they were later released to me when I attempted to appeal her actions). 

15. Initially, I thought I would do a random selection from a hat if more than the 
desired number (fifteen) responded. Since I only had eighteen responses, and 
three did not materialize, I proceeded to work with studying the remaining fifteen 
women and did not bother to use a selection process. 

16. 1 feel that the notion of "us"(single mothers on welfare) and ''them" (privileged 
women--as I was seen) was somewhat bothersome. However, because the 
women did not explore it with me, I did not feel it was appropriate for me to 
challenge their beliefs and bring them out in the open. Of course, at the time I was 
doing the interviews I revealed to the women that I too was on welfare before I 
entered graduate school, but some could not make the connection and felt that I 
did not really undersbnd what it felt like to be on welfare. 

17. I was able to get credit for a new car, not because I had money, but because I 
was a graduate student and had "potential" to make money. Our income source, 
coupled with my education and future earning potentials, created barriers between 
myself and this woman. 
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CHAPTER THREE: IT IS NOT OUR FAULT: SINGLE MOTHERS TELL THEIR 
STORIES OF POVERTY 

In this chapter single mothers in Chilliwack speak of their experiences with being 

on G.A.I.N. Interviews with these women demonstrate that single mothers on welfare 

are not passive recipients and when given the opportunity, they can, and often do, 

critically analyze and articulate their concerns about their poverty. 

Statistics Canada consider families which spent on average 58.5 per cent or more 

of their income on food, clothing and shelter to be living in "difficult circumstances", 

according to their Low Income Cut-offs guide.' The Low-Income Cut-offs for 1993 was 

$21,825* for the size of a community with 30,000 to 99,999 residences and family size of 

thrse. All the women interviewed had income below the low income cut-off level. 

All fifteen participants I interviewed identified themselves as poor although their 

perceptions of poverty differed. Nine of these women noted that they were poor because 

they simply did not have enough money to "pay bills" or to buy f w d  at the end of the 

month. Marie, a single mother of four, explained her basic problem: 

Well, the everyday struggles in trying to meet the bills, 
and not usually having enough money for the bills, and 
if there is enough for the bills, then the food is short. 
And if you buy enough food then the bills go in arrears, 
so it's a constant balancing act every month. There is 
no extra money left for recreations! ac?ivilies or for 
clothing. Clothing is a basic need for every family, and 
there is often n& eno~gh money t~ zot)ei that. 
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Two single mothers saw themselves as experiencing "relative" poverty. They both 

argued that for them being poor means that their monthly income falls below the official 

established poverty level? and thus they cannot live according to the minimum standards 

of others in their community. One of these women, Betty, suggested that because her 

monthly income assistance cheque equals about "hatf the amount of money" she 

required to support her family of three, then she was not experiencing "similar standards 

of living" as the rest of her community. 

Advocates of a relative measurement of poverty4 support the notion that poverty 

Galbraith writes that: 

People are poverty stricken when their income, even if 
adequate for survival, falls markedly behind that of the 
communlty. Then they cannot have what the larger community 
regards as the minimum necessary for decency; and they are 
indecent. They are degraded for, in the literal sense, they 
live outside the grades or categories which the community 
regards as acceptab~e.~ 

It is true that while many ofjhese women were sustaining themselves on welfare, they 

were living at mare subsistence level and their lifestyles were set apart from the rest of 

their community. But three women had developed a sense that they were not really 

impoverished because their poverty situations were not similar to those of people living in 

the streets. 

One of these women, Lee, a mother of two, did not perceive herself as "really 

poor" because to her real poverty meant "destitution" and she did not consider herself 

destitute. Although she acknowledged that she would be considered poor "in the eyes of 
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people making thirty to fifty thousand dollars or more a year", she felt "satisfied that she 

could pay most of her bills and care for her children" though she could only afford to buy 

"second hand clothes". 

Such feelings of gratitude by some welfare recipients, and inconsistencies among 

these women as to what constitutes poverty for them, can also be seen in other studies 

of poverty. Christopher Sarlo, Poverty in Canada, uses such divisiveness to strengthen 

his claims that single mothers on welfare are given adequate income. Sarlo argues that 

while the "standard of living of single parent welfare recipients will never be luxurious,..it 

is also not impoverished. 'The system provides sufficient income to meet all basic 

necessities as well as some non-nece~sities".~ 

But Cindy, who has ons child and whose income last year was $9,000 and 

considers herself "very poor", would disagree with Sarlo. Cindy feels that "people who 

make blanket statements about single mothers on welfare are misinformed" about the 

realities of living on welfare: 

What I hear from some people about single mothers who are 
subsidized by welfare is that we are three day millionaires. 
But people making such statements have not walked in the 
shoes of a single mother on welfare, [yet] they feel they 
have the right to pass judgement on us. 

How is it we became pooe 

Generally, all single mothers interviewed felt they were deserving of social 

assistance, because they had no other ways to support their families. Also, most of 

them--three women did not (or could not) identify any particular event or series of events 
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leading into poverty--could identify factors such as marriage (and common-la%] break- 

dsms, inadequate education and work skills, growing-up in poverty, fieeing violence and 

other reasons which caused poverty for them. These mothers on welfare did not see 

themselves as responsible for their poverty, and felt that they should not bear societal 

blame for not being able to juggle paid work, child-rearing and other domestic 

responsibilities. 

Some women grew up in working poor families, while others experienced 

childhood poverty because their parents relied on welfare as the family income source. 

Kathy, a mother sf two, has been poor f ~ r  all her life: 

Well, unfortunately my mother raised me on income assistance 
too, so I have never really known too much about having 
lots of money. I have had a few jobs when I lived in 
Vancouver for a couple years. I guess I had it better 
then, it is hard to remember much about those yearslit 
was only for three years. I came back to Chilliwack and 
then I was back on income assistance again. 

Two single mothers said that they grew up in working-poor families, thus poverty has 

always been an issue for them. They had limited access to resources which would 

enable them to make other choices in their lives. Welfare was a way of life for their 

families of origin, so it became a way of life for them. 

However, Marjorie Cohen (1993) points out that though the prevailing stereotype 

about poverty is that is that "poor people come from a culture of poverty and that the 

conditions and conditioning of poverty are passed from parents to children", this is not 

always true of women's poverty. She argues that the process of the "feminization of 

poverty" cannot be ignored when analyzing women's economic po~ition.~ Some single 
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mothers could identify distinct series of events that led to poverty, and had experienced 

poverty and single-parenthood simultaneously--after marriages or common-law 

relationships break down. These women must not only contend with parenting alone but 

they must also deal with poverty. 

In the study eleven mothers identified failed marriages (including common-lawe) 

and becoming single mothers as the events preceding poverty. Liz notes how "swiftly" 

she came into poverty: 

It is almost like overnight. One day I was doing fine, 
my husband worked and supported us [hersetf and her 
daughter]. The next day I had no husband and had to go 
to welfare. It is like I just woke up one day and I 
was broke. I am still not sure Row this all happened. 

Another woman, Patrice, said she became poor because she left her emotionally 

abusive husband: 

I left my husband and moved into my parents' home, 
things did not work out there, I later left my 
parents' home. By then I had no real material 
possessions except my books and a few pieces of 
cooking equipments. 'ln the moving around, and the 
string of circumstances after my marriage failed, 
I lost everything. 

These single mothers who became poor abruptly experienced varied emotional 

responses ranging from "shock and disbelief' to disappointment in the welfare system for 

giving inadequate income to support their families. The experience of applying for 

welfare can be traumatic and frightening for a woman who had the security of a male 
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breadwinner, a decent home and had made marriage and child-rearing her career. 

Marie, a d~vorced single mother of four, felt just such disappointment: 

For lots of women like me, we experience a let down. I was 
married at one time. I believed the fairy tale that if you 
get married, your man would take care of you. He would be 
the breadwinner. It was such a shock when 1 had to go to 
social services. The real frustration for me though is the 
fact that social assistance under-pay women so we do not 
have the basic housekeeping allowance to provide for the 
family. 

The absence of a male bread-winner, inadequate income support from the 

welfare system, and too low (at times non-existent) child suppost payments, are the main 

reasons for poverty for these previously married women. Six of the women {forty 

percent) whose marriages ended pointed to low child support as contributing to their 

being poor, while the other five women did n ~ t  receive any child support. Low child 

support and nun-payment of child support has been cited as a major factor wising 

poverty among single mothers.' 

Two women found that their poverty resulted from life circumstances over which 

they felt they had little control, although they recognized that their poverty is also 

reinforced by inadequate income support. For Silvia, a Central American immigrant and 

single mother of two, "poverty came with migration to Canada," when her husband died 

and she was forced to leave her homeland and relocate as a refugee. However, she 

feels that since arriving in Canada she has not had the opportunity to change her life, 

hence the life she has now is a "life of poverty." In addition to immigration status, Silvia 

sees her new lifestyle (living'on welfare) as a transition of class: "In my old country both 
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my husband and I worked at very good jobs. Every month we had enough money to 

live,..Now in Canada I live on welfare and I don7 have very much money". Similarly, 

Michelle, a Canadian born single mother, recalls growing up in a middle-class home 

environment in Toronto and "descending into poverty and [joining] the welfare class in 

society" when she left her parents' home and went out on her own. Michelle went to 

universrty after leaving home, but since she found attending school and working difficult, 

she dropped out sf school and has not been able to find suitable employment. After the 

birth of her daughter, she went on welfare. 

Women also cite the high cost of housing as contributing to poverty for them. 

Many single mothers are paying more than half their total monthly income on rental 

accommodations. Sometimes poor families can reduce their housing cost by living in 

government subsidized housing projects, but it is not always easy to do so because there 

are not enough subsidized units to meet demands. The community of Chilliwack has 

only one subsidized housing project for low income families. Less than 30 per cent of 

the women in the study (four out of fifteen) were living in subsidized housing at the time 

of Interviews. These women were paying 30 per cent of their welfare income on rent. 

While single mothers on welfare living in subsidized housing experience a 

decrease in the amount of money they pay for rent, their standard of living did not 

improve because their income from welfare also decreased. For example, a single 

mother with two children is entitled to a maximum of $1 ,I 75. monthly ($61 0 for rent and 

$565 for all other expenses). When she moves into a subsidized housing her rent would 
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drop to $352.50 but her support Income would remain at $565, giving her a total monthly 

income of $917.50 oi annual income of $1 i ,01 0." 

Educational Attainment 

The poverty cycle for single mothers is further complicated by the lack of 

opportunities to obtain the skills and education necessary for higher paying jobs. Though 

"employment d ~ e s  not guarantee that a single mother will escape poverty, it does 

improve her chances considerably"." Studies of labour force participation of women cite 

low educational attainment as a major barrier to getting good jobs. For example, a Nova 

Scotia study found that "the level of educational attainment has had a substantial impact 

on the labour force activity of women", particularly those with university or college 

degrees, who were much less likely to be unemployed.'* Similarly, a study of British 

Columbia Women found that 77 percent of women with a university degree and 69 

percent with some post-secondary training were in the labour force. The rate dropped to 

50 percent for those with high school and 23 percent for women with less than a grade 

nine education? 

The majorii of single mothers interviewed, eleven women (73.3 per cent), 

understand the importance of good educational opportunities for improving their financial 

situations. Their level of education ranged from grade nine to some university and 

coiiege, with sixty per cent having grade iweive education (see Appendix "Dii). At the 

same time, Silvia whose education level falls between grade nine and eleven, feels that 

she is not equipped to improve her lifestyle without more schooling: 



I need more education to give a better life to my 
chiidren. if i stay stuck in here Dn poverty], 
I am going to die poor, the same way I live. I 
don't want that because I l ~ v e  my children. I want 
to finish school and have another lifestyle. But 
I know that the only way I am going to have a better 
life is to go back to the school and learn something 
else. I will return to work and earn money of my own. 

For the most part these eleven women see education as vital for their escape from 

poverty. Liz feels confident that returning to school is the only way she can escape from 

a life of welfare dependency: 

Well, I am on welfare, and I am not very proud of being 
on welfare, but I had no choice but welfare. It is 
inadequate funds to live on and I am trying to get out 
of poverty. The only way I see that a person can get 
off welfare is by going back to school and getting a good 
education and then returning to work. 

While these women recognize additional education as extremely important, they 

also describe some major barriers they have encountered while trying to improve their 

education. Barriers include lack of access to reliable child care, no money to pay for 

schooling, and conflicting demands on them. Sandra explained the financial difficulties 

she experienced when she got off welfare and returned to full-time study in a college 

transfer program a few years earlier: 

It is almost impossible because getting a student 
ioan can be reaiiy intimidating for a single parent. 
A student loan is money owing, and when a person is 
poor, like myself, it is scary to owe huge amounts 
of money. I got a student loan sometime ago and I 
cannot pay it back. I have two years of universlay 
education and I cannot go back because I owe $10,000 
in student loans. I will never be able to pay it 
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back so I will never be able to continue my education. 

Kathy also encounters problems getting the financial support she needs in order 

for her to improve her education. She has found that social services will not provide the 

necessary money to enable her to get basic grade twelve up-grading: 

I have told my worker many times that I wanted to 
go back to school, I have been telling her that for 
a long the. I want to get my grade twelve, then I 
want to study further. She never responds to me. 
I do not have the money to do it myself. I believe 
they just don't care about single mothers enough. 

Frankie finds that her role of parenting conflicted with her ability to work at the job 

she is skilled for, therefore a career change is necessary. She is a baker by trade and 

cannot work in that field because the hours do not fit into day care schedules--"When I 

work I have to start work at 3:00 or 4:00 a.m. Baby-sitters and daycare centres are not 

available during th~se hours." She feels that retraining is the only option for her, but 

cannot get financial support to do so: 

MSS says it's ridiculous to take a full course load, 
they wont cover me f ~ r  it. In some cases they will 
pay for either one or two courses but no more. Taking 
two courses will not help me to make a career change. 
I want a good career and I need to return to school full- 
time for that. I cannot understand why they will not 
allow me. They must realize that I need to take something 
else. But they keep telling me I cannot because i already 
have a trade, then I must work in my trade. Well that is 
not fair because I mnm: wo3* those hoilrs. 

Women find that they need flexibility and choices with regard to the kind of 

educational up-grading they get. Sid, who is classified as disabled from a back injury, 
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feels very strongly that single mothers should have some choices about the kinds of 

education they are allowed to pursue: 

Well definitely, you can't get enough education. But I do 
not think that the answer is totally in academic education 
for everybody. Some people are easy learners, some people 
have to work really hard to learn. For me, I would prefer 
on the job training. Sometime a g ~  1 had a bad experience 
with social services assisting me with school. Because of 
my disability, f was sent back to school, to college for 
a year. At the time I had told my worker that I had not 
been to school for fifteen years and did not wish to be 
taking courses that I feh I could not handle. She ignored 
me anpay. I was misled barn the start so it did not work. 
I believe any policy on education for single mothers should 
be flexible. 

Michelle, who had gone to university for some time, supports the idea that 

advanced education and training for single mothers on welfare should be flexible and 

reflective of individual needs. She thinks child-rearing and domestic roles are importan: 

and must be considered in policies for improving education for poor women. She 

believes that single mothers should be able to combine domestic responsibilities with 

their paid work by getting training for the opefation of home-based businesses which 

would enable women to be "creative in getting an income". 

Women who feel they need to up-grade their education have a wide range of 

educational needs. Four women identified computer and word processing skills as the 

kind of education they think would help them become independent of the welfare system 

and help them escape poverty. Aceording to Lee, who works part-time at nights as a 

waitress to supplement her social assistance cheques, 



jobs now-a-bays require that women have computer or 
some kind of word processing skills. Everything is 
based around the computers now. If you dsn't have 
[computer skills] you. are going to get the lower 
paying jobs. 

Four participants did not believe it was necessary for them to upgrade their 

education. M i l e  they did not object to the idea of single mothers having ~pportunities to 

up-grade their education, they felt they should not be forced to return to school. These 

women felt their education attainment level was sufficient for their present career choice 

of mothering. Patrice, a single mother in her mid-forties, had this to say: 

For married women with no children, 1 think it is 
important for her to get an education. I think it 
is important for a woman w h ~  is going to have children. 
But I think it is better to take time to be with 
children after they come along .... l teach my son at 
home now. I like to give him a stable home environment 
this is a priority for me now. 

Marie, who has a grade nine education level, but only grade four level rnaths, had 

slightly other concerns about educational opportunities for single mothers. She thinks 

that academic "upgrading would be too challenging" for herself and some others 

because of "conceptual" difficulties. In her view, the classroom method of learning 

should not be more vaiued than acquired ~arenting skills. She would like to see single 

mothers get some kind of social "recognition" for the work they do in raising children: 

lot of single mothers have left their abusive 
marriages, or abusive relationships. We are doing 
a good job of raising our children. Credit is 
definitely not given to us. We have actually 
tried to save our sons'and daughters from total 



dys?tdndioi;sf behavioiir3 later sri in Me. 'We are 
not given credit for all this work we do at home. 

Mothering as valid work 

Margaret Benston (1969) argues that women as a group tended to work outside 

the "money economy". Because their work is not part of the money economy it is 

considered valueless and therefore no? even "real work".'4 Things have changed since 

Benston first spoke about the value of women's work. More women have entered the 

labour market and women are responsible for the production of goods and services with 

money value. Yet still women continue to be responsible for the domestic sphere where 

the work of mothering is not valued. Socially their work is not recognized as contributing 

to our capitalist structure, and thus is not considered valuable. 

Like all mothers, single mothers on welfare must also do the work of child-rearing, 

but the difference is that they must do .it without a partner. Thirteen of the women 

interviewed (86.87 per cent) said that they really enjoy staying home. These women find 

motherhood rewarding in many ways. Patrice enjoys mothering and believes it to be an 

important job: 

1 think that people shoutd recognize [mothering] 
as ths most important job ba-quse as a mother, you 
are also a combination of nurse, teacher, and you 
do a be of A' " 

! m e  different things that are out 
there in other jobs. You have to know when to be 
able to take your child to a doctor, you have to 
know how to take care of them when they are ill, 
have to be part nutritionist, a business manager 
to run the home. So much is entailed in taking 
care of a home and looking after a child that it 
it really is a career to be a mother. 
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Marie, like Patrice, also finds mothering a rewarding career choice. But, she is frustrated 

with the lack of recognition given to single mothers on income assistance who are at 

home: 

We are raising the next generation of people. If we 
can't have security for our kids with good housing, 
adequate clothing and food, then we can't raise healthy 
individuals who feel secure themselves. I like 
interacting with the kids. f am proud of mothering my 
children, and i fee; that what D do is important to 
society. 

These women all share in the frustration of not being validated socially and 

economically. For Liz, raising her daughter is pleasurable, and she also enjoys other 

domestic chores including sewing and gardening. The big issue for her is the financial 

dependence on social assistance for her monthly cheques. Just "knowing that I am 

collecting hand-outs" is bothersome. Liz does not feel her welfare income is "adequate 

compensation" for the work she does at home, 

Women raising children alone are faced with issues of isolation and boredom, not 

evident in two-parent families. Therefore single parent families would need special kinds 

of support services in order to parent effectively. Women who identified mother-work as 

their preferred occupation also found it difficult to deal with the isolation and boredom 

that comes with staying at home full-time. Tenica is particularly bothered by the fact that 

single mothers on welfare must care for their children without "proper social support": 

Mothering is a job and there should be more resources 
for single mothers to draw on. Help for us does not 
have to be money, but more support services for mothers 
and recognition given to the job ... l wouid feel like an 
important person in society if more recognition was given 
to my [work]. I dislike the isolation, not meeting people 



as much as I would like to. I would enjoy mothering more 
if it was more social. 

Additionally, Betty believes that in order to mother effectively without "burning- 

out", single mothers must have more interaction with other adults: 

I like to be able to be home with my children and to do 
things with them. If they need me at a certain time then 
I like to be there. What I don't like about being at home 
is the housework and the isolation of staying home..[ love 
my children dearly, but being around my kids all the time 
would be really devastating for me, without having another 
adult to talk to. 

The consensus among women who take on full-time mothering as their career 

choice, is that they could mother more effectively if they had support services that were 

flexible, if mothework was valued more, and generally there was more recognition of the 

difficufties of single parenting. Two women feel they would like to have access to day 

care on a "drop-in basis". They feel such flexibility would facilitate well-needed breaks 

from having to care for the children "twenty four hours by ourselves." Three women 

would like to see some value assigned to mother-work and think that single mothers 

should be "paid" adequately for the work they do in raising children. Cindy believes that 

with a recognition of the value of motherwork: 

.society would have more positive attitudes about mothering 
and mothers would feel better about staying home. When our 
work is valued we would have the choice without the financial 
worry. 
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Only two women said they would prefer to be in the paid workforce (though at the 

time of interviews they were both full-time mothers). Sid, whose son is ahnost nine years 

old, and does not require the same level of parenting as younger children, finds that 

staying home by herself while her son was in school unsatisfying: 

It does not satisfy me as a person to stay home. 
I do not believe I am getting anywhere in life 
just by sitting at home and doing nothing. I 
vmuld like to be productive with myself. I do 
not like to see everything going on around me, 
and I cannot do much if I am just sitting at 
home doing nothing. 

Cindy, who worked at a career in the military prior to becoming a mother, does not 

find domestic tasks particularly appealing, though she enjoys being with her daughter. "I 

don't like doing the suzy-home-maker thing. Making the breakfast, making the lunches, 

making the dinner, doing the cleaning, the 

laundry, and trying to [fit] child care in between". Though both Sid and Cindy said they 

would prefer a paid job to domestic work, neither of them had immediate plans to return 

to paid labour full-time, neither were they involved in part-time work. 

Involvement in ?aid work 

Part-time work for women with children is sometimes the preferred option 

because of its flexibilrty; it allows many women to combine paid work, child-rearing and 

domestic work. A 1986 survey of women's employment patterns showed that 51 .O per 

cent of women who worked part-time (excluding students) did so because of family and 

child-rearing responsibi~ities.'~ Three of the women interviewed in the Chilliwack study 
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worked part-time. For these women, paid work represented an escape from the 

demands of single parenting and they emphasized the enjoyment they derive from the 

combination of mothering and working outside their homes. 

Working outside the home enables women to interact more with other adults and 

they found such balance was beneficial to them and their children. Betty works twenty 

hours each week. Her youngest child attends pre-school and daycare part-time. For her 

full-time mothering could get very boring and she enjoys the flexibility of combining part- 

time work and mothering: 

Working is good for me, and I enjoy [it]. Being able 
to get out of the house at times and having people over 
three feet tall to talk to is good. When I am with my 
children I enjoy very much. But i know it would not be 
this way if I felt I had no outlet [away kom them]. 
Motherhood is very important to me and I would not give 
it up right now to work full-time. 

Sandra, mother of five, also woiks part-time. 

I would like to say I prefer to be at home all the time 
than being in the paid workforce, but mothering is 
difficult sometimes. It is a difficutt job, and 
frustrating at times, yet at other times it is enjoyable. 
I enjoy being with my children, and I enjoy gardening. 
But it gets lonely and I am constantly feeling down when 
I am home so I go out to work where I can meet other 
adults. 

The other participant who works part-time experiences the work of child-rearing as 

particularly difficult. This lob is difficult for single mothers because they "do not have 

partners to help out". Lee found that her work as a waitress helps her get away from the 
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difFicuKies she encounters with single parenting and when she is with her children she 

can "rsaily enjoy their company" and spend "quality time" with them. 

Women who are employed part-time, though they enjoy the work of child-rearing, 

also experience some relief in being able to combine their paid work and domestic 

duties. Though all three women were employed in low-pay service sector jobs, they did 

not seem to care about the nature of the work they do nor the fact that their income level 

has not improved substantially. Their primary concern is that going out to work takes 

them away from having to spend all their time with children and the demands of domestic 

labour. Paid work, in such instances, serves more as ;a social space, breaking the 

isolation and bringing relief to the demands of parenting placed on single mothers who 

stay home. 

Another important issue for single mothers on weldfare in Chilliwack involving paid 

work is having access to transportation. Many women cannot aford to own or maintain a 

car. Access to public transportation is limited. 

m ~ i n a  Strategia 

Single mothers on wetfare use numerous methods to cope with the poverty they 

experience, including bartering and trading of food, babysitting, and transportation. 

Some women find it necessary to lie to their financial assistance workers in order to get 

more money. Of the fifteen women interviewed, four women said they did not directly 

barter or trade goods and services to help them get through poverty. Three of the 

women who did not use bartering and trading were relying on support from churches, 
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close friends and relatives. The fourth woman, Silvia, a recent immigrant from Central 

America, is a single parerlt with only the support of welfare. She says that in her old 

country she used to ''trade stuff" with others in her community, but since moving to 

Canada she has not developed "close enough relationships with other single mothers" or 

other people in her community where she could feel "comfortable exchanging things with 

them". Silvia finds that she is isolated from the rest of the community and believes her 

isolation is due in part to "fear" on the part of those who do not like immigrants. But, she 

adds that sometimes she finds the isolation a ''form of safety" and considers herself to be 

coping very well with her situation. 

Eleven women (73.33 per cent) said that they use various methods of trading to 

help meet some basic needs of shelter, clothing, food, child care and extra money. To 

meet her housing cost, which is more than the shelter amount allowed by welfare, 

Patrice does house cleaning for her landlord to make up the difference, Two other 

women plant a vegetable garden together to help reduce the cost of food. Jill, who owns 

a car, improves her situation by driving her friends and their children to the doctor and 

grocery shopping. Her friends compensate her by giving her "extra gas money". 

According to Jill, "they are not really paying me, I share the use of my car and they buy 

gas". Sid exchanges sewing services with other single mothers. She does the "sewing 

and mending" for her friends while they in return give her some additional household 

items of furniture and clothing that she could not otherwise afford. 

Eight women (53.33 per cent) used some form of clothing exchange, ranging from 

regularly organized formal clothing exchanges through community centres and thrift 
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stores to informal clothing exchanges among Wends. Community organized clothing 

exchanges normally operate two or four times during the year. Donations for clothing 

exchanges are made through local churches, stores, and individuals in the community. 

Single mothers would take in clothing their family has out-grown and exchange them for 

clothing they can wear. Two women said they felt uncomfortable using organized 

clothing exchanges so they trade clothing with close friends and rely on donations from 

family members who are not on welfare. 

Seven single mothers also trade child-care s e ~ c e s  among themselves. Some of 

these women seem to be more comfortable asking each other to look after children, but 

are self-conscious about trading other resources. When Jill asks another woman to care 

for children while she goes out, it does not remind her that she is poor because she did 

that when she "was married and economically well-off". But trading food and clothing 

points directiy to her state of poverty. 

Michelle does not feel that single mothers should be concerned about appearing 

poverty-stricken, because "welfare is not enough for us to live independently". She 

believes that single mothers are better off when they combine their resources and share 

with each other. She lives in a household with two other single parents and exchanging 

food supplies and doing service for each other comes easy: 

We are three single parents sharing this house. It is 
snrf of natural that we trade-off. We a r e  for each 
other's children, make dinners and share food to reduce 
wastage am! to help each other out. I atso hwe Mends 
who grow produce and we exchange that way. 
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Yet some women find that regardless of how much they trade and barter with 

each other, they cannot manage on the income they receive from welfare. These 

women acknowledge that it is necessary for them to try and "beat the system". Sandra 

says that, "there is no way to be honest, you must work under the table" in order to 

survive, and she does: 

My employers are very banderstanding, they know I cannot 
manage on the $1 00 that the welfare allow me to keep from my 
earnings so they pay me the rest of my wages in eggs, 
gas and grocery vouchers. I find this works much better 
than being paid cash.'' 

Sandra also gets additional money from MSS by pretending to be alcoholic. "I 

told my MSS worker that I need to go to AA [Alcoholic Anonymous] twice a week, by 

doing this I get an extra $300.00 each month for babysitting money. Of course, I use the 

money to provide other things for my family such as recreational activities, clothing for 

the children and whatever else we need". According to Sandra, by "labelling" herself as 

alcoholic she is engaging in a very "dangerous" practice because she could later be 

classified as "an unfit mother" in the event of a custody battle with social services. 

Though she is cheating to get this extra money, she argues that it helps her get through 

the month and therefore it is "worth the risk". 

Tenica believes that she must be "creative" in order to survive on welfare, and that 

it is the "systsm [whi~h] for~es women to lie" about adciiiionai income. When a woman 

earns extra income, weifare does not allow her to keep this money to improve the 

lifestyle for herself and her children. Rather, it is deducted from the monthly cheque. 
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Tenica says that "we are left worse-off than before we earned some money". FOP these 

reasons she cannot tell welfare the truth: 

I have been offered a j ~ b  to do some canvassing in 
the spring. My employer told me she was planning 
to pay me as a regular employee, but when I told 
her I do not wish to report this income to MSS, 
she understands, and promise to help me out by 
paying me cash. I feel we are forced to try and 
beat the system, there is no way we can be honest 
and survive. 

Frankie enhances her low income by doing "odd cleaning jobs." By doing cleaning jobs 

she is able to "get away from the house" and earn some extra money which she does 

not report to MSS. She uses this money to kelp her "make ends meet." 

Single mothers are also engaged in volunteer and advocacy work as coping 

mechanisms and to enable them to feel they are contributing to their community. Kathy 

works as a volunteer at the local animal shelter. By working forty volunteer hours each 

month, welfare gives her an additional $100.00 on her cheque and bus fare to travel to 

and from work. Cindy volunteers at the Family Place (a drop-in centre for parents and 

children) and also contributes some of her art work to the centre. She also works as an 

advocate for children, a volunteer job. Cindy believes that "children's safety is very 

important" and she spends a lot of her time organizing petitions, promoting children's 

rights and advocating a safe environment for children. Four other women are involved in 

a welfare advocacy group which has been formed by single mothers in Chilliwack. The 

group's mandate is to address concerns women have with the way MSS policies and 

staff relate to them. 
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Some single mothers prefer to utilize the support services offered by their local 

churches because their churches help them out spiritually as well as economically. 

Patrice finds that the church she attends is always "very helpful". Church members 

"often help single mothers, they look after us without letting us feel bad about accepting 

assistance." She does not use communrty drop-in centres, primarily because the support 

services in her church meet those needs for her. Cindy attends the local community 

church regularly, and finds that her involvement with the church is fundamental to the 

way she copes with poverty, Her focus on spiritual@ comes from her childhood: "As a 

child I grew up attending church every week, and I am a very spiritual person". Cindy 

now relies on the support network of other single mothers in the church in her adult life: 

We mostly support each other, we recognize that we are in 
the same boat and we are rowing together. We exchange 
information and provide emotional support to each other, 
we also get together and do social things together. 

Frankie also attends church for the'social benefits. According to her, church is the 

one place where she is recognized as a valuable person within her communrty. She 

teaches the children's class and they look up to her. "When I am in church I am 

important, I am somebody". However, Sandra's experience with the church is not as 

satisfying as her counterparts. She finds the members treat single mothers in a 

"condescending way: 

The church a&;a!!y helps me out a great &a:, which is 
good. Sometimes the way they do it is condescending, 
but they mean weii. The members itnow that we are poor 
and they should pity the poor. Maybe God will bless 
them or something like that; however, it is easier to 
deal with the church than with the welfare office 
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Community Resources (food banks, drop-in centres) 

Some single mothers in the study found that their relationships with service 

providers in the comrnuntty were positive. But others felt alienated from full participation 

in their communities because of poverty. Women tended to use community drop-in 

centres designed for their needs. Ten women were regular attenders at Sardis Qpen- 

door, while five were occasional users. Sardis Open Door operates a drop-in and pre- 

school prDgram for single mothers. Single mothers in Chilliwack may attend the centre 

which operates Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 900 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Two single 

mothers were also regular users of the Chilliwack Community Services drop-in centre for 

women with young children. These twelve women who used drop-in centres regularly 

found the centres supportive and accessible. They felt that staff and volunteers at the 

centres were "warm" and Vriendly". Jill believes that at the centre staff and volunteers do 

not treat single mothers any different from married women; all women with children are 

"treated with respect just the same". 

Mothers also use the food bank in order to help them get through the month. 

Four women reported that they use the food bank when they do not have money to buy 

food. While these women felt that the food bank was good for them and were "glad" 

they could turn to this sewice when they needed it, they also find it to be restrictive and 

inadequate in addressing poverty. Tenica observes that while the staff and volunteers at 

the food bank are really "nice" people their policy of restricting women to "three visits per 

year is ridiculous". 
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Another woman finds that using the food banks is degrading in itself. According to 

Sid, single mothers raising children should not have to resort to this service: 

The degradation of having to go to the [food bank] is 
bad enough, but they put me through more. I cannot 
understand why they have to know whether or not I am on 
welfare, or why I do not have any money to buy food. 
I do not think people should have to go through such 
inquisition just to get a little food. They only give 
us staples. We would not go to the food bank unless we 
:ea!!y need food. 

A major complication with the food bank is that women are only allowed to use 

this service three times in one calendar year. But single mothers on welfare cann~t 

always determine ahead of time when they will need to use the food bank. If they 

exhaust their three visits in the first month of the year, they cannot turn to the food bank 

for the remaining eleven months when they have no food for their family. 

Single mothers also find that levels of interaction with professionals and 

businesses differ from their contacts with charitable organizations and communrty 

services. Betty finds that when dealing with doctors she does not always feel 

"acceptable": 

I find that, if I am involved with the medical 
community or some upper-class individuals, they 
tend to look down on me because I am a single 
parent. This makes me feel like a second-class 
citizen. I am nct always sure whether it is the 
way I approach these people or my own feeling of 
not being good enough, but it is a struggle to 
feel accepted. 
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Frankie, on the other hand, is sure that some people, particulariy store owners, 

treat her differently because she is a single mother and poor. While she is unsure how 

people could tell she is a single mother on welfare, but it seems they are able to identify 

her anyway: 

It is very weird. I do not tell everyone that I am 
on welfare, but people seem to know. I have noticed 
that when I walk in certain stores, they look at me 
really funny. I feel eyes watching me from everywhere. 
In one store I was looking at clothes and the owner 
acted as if I was going to steal some. She went over 
to the rack I was at and counted the clothes just to 
make sure the same amount was still there. 

Income Support - GAIN [Interaction wetfar& 

Single mothers on welfare are assigned financial assistance workers (FAW). The 

"worker" is acting on behalf of the Ministry of Social S e ~ c e s  (MSS) and handles a 

woman's income assistance file. Single mothers must contact their assigned workers 

with all their concerns about income assistance, daycare needs, upgrading as well as 

crises and emergencies where additional assistance is required from the government. 

The relationship between single mothers and their workers is often strained because the 

worker is acting for the ministry and follows very rigid rules and regulations of GAIN 

policy for granting income assistance. 

Of the fifteen participants, only two mothers reported that they had positive 

interactions and reasonable relationships with their workers. Betty, who has been on 

welfare for approximately twetve yeas (she has worked part-time for many of those 
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years), has not had "any problems with MSS". She finds office staff and her income 

assistance worker "vefy understanding and helpful" when she needs additional 

assistance (crisis grants) over the amount of her monthly cheque. 

Silvia also reports positive experience in dealing with her income assistance 

worker. She finds her worker to be very "accessible and supportiven in helping her reach 

her goal for improving her lifestyle. Silvia's worker gives her information about benefits 

and entitlements and there is "open communication" between them. Silvia is kept 

informed of changes and opportunities for her to make choices about educational options 

she has open to her while on welfare. 

For example Silvia reports that: "Last month my worker dl& me and told me that 

because of a policy change I was allowed to go back to school". 

However, both Silvia and Betty suggest that FAWs are inclined to be more 

responsive to women who "behave right" and ask "nicely" for what they need. Betty 

criticizes single mothers whom she believes step out of line and make demands: 

f know some ladies that will go in there and 
stamp their feet, demand things, and yell, scream 
and holler, if they do not get what they want. When 
;>mple behave that way the workers are going to 
pert their back up. I think it is the way you 
approach them. I don? go in there and demand, 
I am not that kind of person anyway. 

me ministry office staff, sociai worli<ers and their FAWs. These women also notice that 

the process of getting additional assistance and crisis grants can be selective, depending 
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on which worker is interpreting the policy. Some workers exercise flexibilty and seem to 

genuinely care about their clients, while others are rigid and uncaring. 

Michelle recognizes that following rules is an important part of the operation of the 

wetfare system. However, she thinks MSS staff pay too close attention to their policy 

manual and not enough attention to the needs of single mothers. "The workers mus2 

look in their policy manuals, they see what the rules says and follow the procedures 

there. But policies lack individuality, and workers are not trying to help individuals". This 

lack of concern for the needs of individual families is evident for at least two women who 

appealed for crisis grants iii situations wheis they could demonstrate genuine need, and 

they were refused. 

Patrice finds her income assistance worker a pleasant person to deal with, but is 

really bothered by me worker's attitude when she asked for "additional welfare 

assistance." She shares her experience with her worker when she was incapacitated 

and required a crisis grant to help her out: 

When I had my operation I was without a washer and dryer. 
Because the public laundry is very far and I could not 
carry load, I needed to have my laundry done in the home. 
She would not help me. I feel the workers are not 
compassionate, they always interpret the policy manuals in 
ways that give us as little as possible. 

Sandra has h a y s  had difficulties vvith her social worker and her FAW. In her view 

much of the negative treatment she receives from Ministry personnel is because GAIN 

policy does not take into account the fact that families have different needs. She 
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explains her latest problem with inflexibility in policy where policy came before what she 

sees as a basic need: 

Recently, I went to social services for some assistance in 
getting a washing machine and dryer. I have five children 
their ages are 9,4, 2 112, 1 112 and a newborn. I 
normally go to a laundry-mart to do my laundry. To take all 
the children to the laundry-mart while trying to carry the 
clothes is almost impossible. The first time I asked for a 
washer and dryer I was simply told that I chose to have five 
children and it was my responsibility to look after them. 
Their response made me feel really inadequate. My self-esteem 
dropped very low. I knew that I was not asking for something 
that was unnecessary so did not give up. The next month I 
asked again and they told me that I would need a social worker 
because I was being unable to take care of my children properly. 
So instead of being offered a washing machine and dryer I was 
given a social worker, the social worker did not solve my washing 
problems. I went back a third time, this time I was investigated 
for abusing my children. They said that 1 had come in and admitted 
that I was not looking after the children properly because I was 
unable to do the washing properly. I asked for the washer and 
dryer a fourth time, they offered to pay for child care. I could 
have somebody come in and look after my children while I went out 
and bid my washing a d  my grocery shopping. I finaliy gave up 
asking for a washer and dryer. 

The apparent control that the FAW's have over their clients is representative of 

how the system works. FAWs are supposed to help single mothers on welfare expl~re 

ways of becoming independent, but most of the women interviewed did not feel their 

workers were concerned with tkeir family's well-being. The single mothers who reported 

negative experiences with workers identified isstles of Invssior! of privacy, intervention in 

t!e way !hey manage their finances and hew they paiefii as ~ ~ y ' s  in which MSS workers 

interfere in their lives beyond requirements of policy. 
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four of the women feel their workers were hsstitile towards single mothers, were 

very irrtrusbe, and ha6 tried on different occasions to exert power and control over their 

lives. While they are aware that there are many policies and guidelines, they feel that 

the treatment they receive goes beyond policy interpretation--rather, some income 

assistance workers are using unfair tactics, and would spend a great deal of time and 

energy "harassing" women on welfare. Tenica notices that: 

For a long while t h q  wou2d withhold my cheque at the 
end of each month and call me in. I would have to go 
in for an interview and take my children. We would 
have to wait in the sitting room. They would make me 
waif fer a !sng, long time. I I e y  never really tola me 
why they were doing this except they would just tell me 
that there were other people waiting before me. After 
awhile they would give me my cheque and let me go. I 
never had an interview with my worker any of those times. 

Such forms of harassment serve to create a distance between FAW's and their clients, 

and reinforces a relationship where power and coercion is exercised. Jill, Lee, and Marie 

also feel they are harassed at different times by their workers. Jill finds that some 

workers would go to "great lengths to ensure that we have no privacy". She also 

believes certain behaviours and practices of MSS workers are too invasive and the real 

aim of the worker is to make women on welfare feel bad about themselves: 

It is a constant battle between me and MSS to keep my 
pride. They are always harassing women. Sometimes 
they would say I did not do something sight on the papers, 
at other times they want to know everything about the man 
I am seeing. It is an invasion of privacy. I am stripped 
from head to toes, and if I do not tell them [what they 
want to know] they hold back my cheque and make me wait. 
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Some women were particularly upset with their workers' refusal to recognize that 

poor families also have emergencies and unexpected bills, that they cannot afford to 

save for. When emergencies such as a child getting ill, car repairs, and the need to 

replace furniture and appliances occur, women on wetiare are generally seen by their 

workers as being unable to budget properly. The workers intervene and "administer" a 

client cheque in smaller, more frequent payments.'7 Marie notices that she is treated as 

one would treat a child by her worker when it comes to handling her money. 

When my son was in hospital in Vancouver for three weeks, 
C had Po do a lot of begging and grovelling to get extra 
money for gas and parking ticket for children's hospital. 
At the time I was living in Hope [I 50 kilometres from 
Vancouver]. Each time I ask for assistance to get to the 
hospital they would threaten to meter out my money to me 
in hundred dollar lots. They had done that before and it 
is very inconvenient. .Giving me small amounts of money 
weekly makes me feel like a child who cannot handle my own 
money. 

And for Tenica, woikers not only treated her as if she was incapable of thinking and 

acting in an adult way with regards to her finance, but she was told how she must parent 

her children, do her shopping and housekeeping: 

When I am under social services income I find that 
the social workers own me. They tell me what to do, 
they tell me when to buy something and what I should 
not buy. They tell me how to raise my children and 
tell me if I am not doing something right. They 
basically rule my life. Of course, 1 do not have any 
other choice but to follow their rules and they have 
so many rules. 
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One woman sunrives the difficult interactive process by following the rules and 

avoids getting "t involved" with her worker. This she feels is the safest way for her to 

interact with MSS. Michelle finds that maintaining minimal contact with her worker helps 

her "to maintain a gmd image of self'. Otherwise keeping a positive self-concept would 

be difficult because "as single mothers we are made to feel inferior about collecting 

government income". 

The antagonistic relationships between the majority of single mothers in the study 

and the welfare sysiem, as well as their relationship with their individual workers, often 

leaves them feeling disempowered and inadequate. Their sense of self is not whole; 

rather they are being made to feel inferior and incompetent. 

Self-esteemlself-conce~t of sinale mothers 

Weifare dependence, single parenting and isolation are factors which affect self- 

esteem and self-concept. Two women find that single parenting is a very positive 

experience for them and they feel good abut  themselves. These We, women said they 

were learning a great deal about child-rearing and mothering because they are spending 

qualrty time with their children. For Betty, her healthy self-esteem can be attributed to 

being on her own and she ean make decisions for her family without having to consult 

with a partner. Patrice, on the other hand, enjoys watching her son grow. "I feel that 

children are our greatest assets. They need to be loved and protected. They also need 

to have their self-esteem built-up daily. When my son feels good about himself, then I 

feel good too." 
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Seven other women report that while they are feeling "very good" about their 

child-rearing responsibilities and the relationships they have with their children, they do 

not feel good about being on welfare. Silvia, who sees her welfare dependency as 

transitional and looks forward lo the day she no longer has to rely on social assistance, 

says that povertj bothers her but she knows she will 'hot be on welfare forever". These 

women generally felt they were "good mothers" to their children and for them being on 

welfare did not directly affect how they interact with their children. 

However, six women believed that being on welfsre, single parenting and staying 

home affected their self-esteem and self-worth. Sandra says she has low self-esteem 

and feelings of inadequacy: 

I think that anyone on social assistance feels degraded. 
My self-esteem definitely took a plunge from the time 
I walked into the welfare office and applied for 
assistance. I often feel inadequate because I do not 
have enough to support my family. 

And Sid suffers from low self-esteem and lacks confidence primarily because she is 

raising her son by herself: 

My son needs to know where he stands in life. He needs 
to have someone else other than me as a role model. It is 
very important for Rim to have the male role model. His 
self-esteem is low, and so is mine. I would feel more 
confident if I was not a single mother in this society. 

Another tws women who reported that they had tow seH-esteem and low self- 

worth believe that the way they feel about themselves affected their relationship with 

their children. Kathy thinks that because she is on welfare her self-esteem is low and 

she often feels that she is not a "good mother to her children". She finds that she does 
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not focus on the children as much as she would, if she was feeling good about herself. 

"Sometimes I feel very worthless and I could not care less about house work or child 

care". Marie also experiences feelings of "worthlessness" when faced with negative 

comments from people in her community and from her MSS worker. Maria remembers 

being a very confident person before going on welfare, and now it "really hurts" to be 

considered by others in the community, and society as a whole, as "inferior." 

Two women had experienced overt and subtle "criticisms" from family, friends and 

neighbours since they became single mothers on welfare. For both women, their 

perception of themselves has also changed. Sandra has now started to question 

whether or not she is really contributing to society. Further, she says "people look down" 

on her and often they would comment, "a single parent with five kids all by yourself, how 

did you think you were going to manage?" 

Cindy finds that while she can deal with negative comments from people in her 

community and family members, she finds that the interaction with social services (MSS) 

"chips away" at her self-esteem more than anything else: 

Going into social services for my yearly assessment 
is the worst for me. I try to act professional, but 
I find it degrading. They photocopy my bank book, and 
my hydro bills, my phone bills and anything else I have. 
They make every effort to remind me that I am poor and 
and have to collect from the government and they want to 
make sure I have no plans to rob the government. They 
~ust do not show me any iespecl. 
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Women also felt that the social stigma associated with being on welfare reinforces 

the way people in their community treat them. These women said they would feel better 

about themselves if they were not always viewed as dishonest. In Sid's view: 

The Welfare system is only a small part of society, 
but the attitudes that they have of single mothers as 
dishonest and always trying to rip the government off 
spreads to everyone else in society. 

These single mothers on welfare cope with the harsh realities of poverty in many 

ways. Over time they have developed numerous coping strategies and survival skills 

that they use in order to deal with the realities sf poverty. Income that women receive 

from welfare is not adequate to provide for their families--they live and raise their children 

in poverty. Also they must do so under the watchful eyes of social services, community 

members, family and friends who are not always supportive. 

A glance - 
Single mothers in this study have numerous perspectives on their dreams and 

aspirations for the future. Some women wanted to return to school full-time, others 

wanted to start their own businesses and some found it difficult to conceptualize a future 

unrestricted by welfare and poverty. Nine women maintain a positive out-look on the 

future. Four women felt their lives would change when they return to paid labour full- 

time. Though these women were unsure about the types of work they would engage in, 

they felt they could find jobs when their children were all in school full-time. The other 

five of these women said they would return to school as soon as their children were in 

school full-time and/or when they have the support system they require in place. These 
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women all believe that they would get off social assistance as soon as they had career 

opportunities that would enable them to increase their income. 

Liz regards her time on welfare as temporary and has plans to return to college in 

a few years to become a nurse. At ths time of interview she was taking high sch~ol 

courses, which are pre-requisites for the nursing programs she plans to enrol in. Silvia is 

also taking up-grading coursds to enrol in College in a professional program. She wants 

to improve her "economic condition and for the children, especially for my daughter 

whom I believe must go to university". 

Betty, on the other Rand, plans to return to formal study but would also like to "see 

some more of Europe". She finds that her goals for the future are somewhat hampered 

by the restrictive policies of welfare. It is difficult for a single mother on welfare to attend 

university or college. Access to student funding is difficult for single mothers on welfare. 

Though policy is changing, Betty believes that MSS policy governing training and 

education, particularly for single mothers, needs to focus on "training women to get off 

welfare". Training and educational opportunities available to women on welfare are 

inadequate and women are reluctant to give up the surety of their monthly cheque to risk 

training programs that they do not feel are not designed to help them change their lives. 

in Betty's view training programs would have to be "sensitized to meet the needs of 

individual families and work out a program that is suitable for that family situation". 

Three women feel they would like to start small businesses and become 

financially independent. These women who saw themselves as future entrepreneurs 

had no desire to i+eturn to school or be re-trained, but feel that access to money -loans 
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and grants - would help them establish small businesses and secure their future. Six 

women have negative feelings about their future. They do not think they have the power 

to change their lives so they refuse to contemplate a future outside of their present 

situation. Sandra believes: 

There is very little hope of ever being able to have 
dreams for the future come true, those kinds of dreams 
are hopeless. Being on social assistance and raising 
five children, what chances do I have of getting any- 
where in life? The future is something I have to 
forget about for now. 

A similar sense of hopelessness is also expressed by women who are 

experiencing loss of control over their lives. They all feel that being on welfare is so 

difficult for them that they are devoid of the opportunity to set goals or even dream of a 

future. Karlie copes with her feelings of powerlessness and hopelessness by ignoring 

her situation. She feels that the only way she can change her life is Yo win a million 

dollars and that is not likely, so why bother thinking about the future, its better to take 

things one day at a time". 
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CHAPTER FOUR: SLIPPING THROUGH THE CRACKS: WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE 
SYSTEM? 

In the previous chapter single mothers identified numerous obstacles-- including 

inadequate child-care, low welfare payments, high housing costs, difficulties with 

transportation, problems with access to education (up-grading and post-secondary), lack 

of support fop skills trsining, inadequate child support and difficulties getting payments 

even where court orders exist--as factors reinforcing their poverty. 

Single mothers also believed that negative attitudes towards them from welfare 

workers and other professionals contribute to their Isw self-esteem and feelings of 

powerlessness and hopelessness. Women had varying responses to coping with 

poverty, depending on race and ethnic background, the level of support they have from 

churches and community services, ages of and numbers of their children, and their 

socio-economic position before they went on welfare. 

In this chapter I will discuss the research findings in relation to the issues raised 

by these women on welfare, and the problems with trying to use child support and 

additional earned income to change single mothers' poverty. While existing welfare 

policy offers some financial bb-nefits to single mothers, it does not enable them to rise 

above poverty. Policy tends to be restrictive and at times even criminalizes single 

mothers for their attempts $0 empower themselves in order to change their poverty 

situation. Additionally, single mothers' analyses of their poverty raise some imporhnt 
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questions about GAIN policy with respect to addressing the varied needs of single 

mothers, and points to some contradictions between aims and practices. 

Does welfare policy recoanize the work that sinale mothers do? 

Single mothers on welfare, though not recognized as workers, must carry the full 

responsibility of household management, child-rearing and a host of domestic chores, 

which serves to cieate double and even triple days for them.' The work of mothering 

and housework is undervalued on a societal level--work that all single mothers receiving 

income assistance do. People who do their own domestic w ~ r k  are not normally 

considered as workers, thus single mothers who look after the home and raise children 

are not recognized as workers. 

Although domestic work has low social status, this does not mean it is less real 

than paid work. Though women inte~ewed were reluctant to identify themselves as 

workers, in a social or economic sense, when they describe their typical days--cooking, 

cleaning, washing, bathing children, nursing sick children, playing with children, and 

providing all the physical and emotional support for these children by themselves--one 

would have to agree that they do qualify as workers. But these single mothers on 

welfare are i,at paid adequately for the work they do; they are not even paid enough 

money to support themselves and their children. 

While the main focus of GAIN'S -3 for Inde~endenc~ is aimed at getting 

poor able-bodied people on welfare cff the government payroll and into paid labour, such 
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broad focus is problematic when addressing the poverty of single mothers. First, single 

mothers on welfare are already working in the home, doing child-rearing and housework 

and while some in this group would like to be in the paid labour force, others prefer to 

remain at home. 

Second, while labour force participation may be a factor in raising standards of 

living for so re  groups of poor people, this does not appear to be the case for many poor 

single mothers in Canada. The National Council of Welfare (1990) reports that: 

Although single-parent mothers also increased their labour 
force partidbation, neither their pay cheques nor large 
federal government benefits for children stopped the rise 
in the proportion who live in poverty.* 

In another study, Mclaughlin and Sachs (1990) suggest that labour force 

participation can change the economic position of some single mothers but they also 

found that work force participation of single m~thers in rural communities is hampered by 

limited access to high paying jobs. They observe that while 

labour-force participation is very important in raising 
female-headed household above poverty level.. .not all 
household heads who are employed have been able t~ earn 
enough to escape poverty? 

Another important fact about labour force participation of single mothers, which is 

more applicable to this study and is not necessarily the case for all single mothers 

eisewhere, is the fact that poor single mothers in ruraiisemi-rural communities do not find 

it easy to be in the paid work force. These women often do not have access to day care 

centres, transportation, and some support services normally available to women in urban 
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centres. Additionally, single mothers who work ouWe the home are more inclined to 

work part-time because of the demands of caring for children by themselves and 

housework--this is also true for many women with partners who are caring for home and 

children. While part-time work allow flexibility in combining paid work with child-rearing 

duties it does very little to enhance their economic position. 

Therefore the type of work that single mothers do, the hours of work and the 

location of work are important factors in determining whether they can change their 

standard sf living. However, women as a group face systemic barriers in the labour force 

and even when women work for pay, they are segregated into unskiiiecl or semi-skilled 

jobs, which are low-paying. A study of women's work carried out by Pat and Hugh 

Armstrong (1986) found that "labour force participation has not freed women from being 

concentrated in a limited number of sex-typed jobs, jobs that are frequently parallel to 

those they perform in the home"? 

Single mothers on welfare are faced with many difficulties whether they remain at 

work full-time or go out to work. On the one hand, if they go to work outside their homes 

full-time they will probably be stuck in poverty because they most often enter the labour 

market at the low end of the wage scale with no additional benefits. On the other hand if 

they work at home (child-rearing and housework), their work is not valued by the welfare 

system and they are not given enough money to support their families, so they live in 

poverty. 



How does GAlN policy reaardina the deduction of additional income affect sinale 

mothers? 

Even when single mothers on welfare work full-time or part-time, they are not able 

to raise their standard of living substantially enough to get out of poverty because weifare 

policy only permits a nominal amount of additional income ($1 00 for individual and $200 

for families) over and above welfare payments to be used for raising the standard of 

living of the family. 

GAIN poiicy stipulates the amount of additional income from paid work and/or 

child support a single mother is allowed to keep. Income in excess of the exemption 

amount is deducted from her monthly income assistance cheque. An amendment was 

made in 1993 to GAlN Policy which allows welfare recipients to keep more money from 

any additional income. Previous policy (1986 to 1992) allowed single motRers to re'iain 

only $100 plus 25 per cent of net income for the first year of work. Now single mothers 

on welfare are exempted $200 monthly from earned income plus 25 percent sf net 

earned income for the first year of work (money fmm paid work-the exemption is only 

$1 00 for money from child support).' 

Because GAlN policy enhanced earnings exemption is only for one year, it acts as 

a disincentive for many single mothers who would like to be in the paid labour force. 

That is, the additional 25 percent of net earnings allowance is only for twelve months 

within a thirty-six months period. Thus a single mother on welfare, working outside her 
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home, would have this additional incentive for being in the labour force for one year of 

every three year period. 

Some single mothers reported that because ~f fne way GAIN policy treats 

additional income when they report it they feel that they are forced to try to "beat the 

system" in order to survive. The problem with not declaring income is that women are 

risking fraud charges by the welfare system. But often women will take such a risk 

because they do not have enough money to a r e  for their children after deductions. 

Single mothers have developed many coping strategies and survival skills which 

they use to manage their lives on a daily basis. Some women describe the methods 

they use to earn extra income including working in exchange for reduced rent and extra 

food as well as not reporting the actual amount of money they earn. These women do 

not consider themselves to be committing fraud. Rather, they feel they are forced to 

resort to the practice of no! disclosing extra income in order to care for their families. 

British Columbia (like many other Canadian provinces) has had a history of 

criminaiizing welfare recipients who neglect to declare additional earned income. A 

National Council of Welfare study on welfare in Canada suggests that the "rules of the 

welfare system are often so unfair that people do not in good conscience consider they 

are violating the law". It cites, for example, a case in which a 

British Columbia welfare recipient [Florence Kemp] 
was charged with fraud for not declaring $2,674 in 
income she earned as a homemaker heWeen ! 978 and 
1979. She was sentenced to 90 days in prison and 
two hours per week of community services.8 
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The report also paints out that the woman did not disclose her additional income 

because she could not adequately support her children on her $440 monthly welfare 

cheque. While single mothers on welfare get considerably more money than women got 

in 1979, the cost of living also increased tremendously since then. Single mothers today 

still find that the money they get from welfare is inadequate to support their families and 

they also try to "beat the system". GAIN practice of investigating welfare fpaud and 

criminalizing recipients who do not report additional income has not changed. 

Welfare policy treatment of additional earned income and the practice of charging 

recipients with fraud does not give single mothers the incentive to work outside their 

homes. Single mothers on welfare point out that they do not get ahead financially when 

they work outside the home because they have additional expenses associated with 

going to work (clothing, transportation, restaurant meals). Because of welfare 

deductions, women sometimes end up having less money at the end sf the month when 

they go out to work than if they didn't work. Also, single mothers, even when they enter 

the work force, tend to remain on welfare because of the additional benefits (medical, 

dental and prescriptions) which are not normally available with low paying and part-time 

jobs. 

poes child support  lay a role in reducing poverty? 

Though the poverty rate for single mothers is affect;;;: by the number sf children 

they have, the "unequal division of resources" between ex-spouses is a major cause of 
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poverty for women.' Nen-payment of child support, insufficient child support, and weifare 

policy governing exemptions of unearned income are also important factors causing 

poverty for single mothers. Even where women have court orders requiring that their 3x- 

partners pay child support, most single mothers are not receiving support payments8 

In addition to non-payment of child support as a factor contributing to poverty for 

single mothers, the way that the tax department treats child support received by single 

parents as additional income also reinforces poverty. Though a Federal Court decision 

ruled that it was unconstitutional for a custodial parent to pay taxes on child support, the 

court decision has been appealed by Revenue ~anada .~  At present the non-custodial 

parent who pays child support is allowed to claim it as a deduction on their income tax, 

while the custodial parent receiving payments must report it as extra income. 

For working poor single mothers, their income level increases if child support is 

substantial. They often lose (or experience reductions) in some important tax benefits 

including GST rebates and child tax credits. For many single mothers these tax benefits 

are important in raising their standard of living above poverty. Because of an unfair 

income tax system, single .parent families cannot directly benefit from child support 

payments. 

Because child support payment is governed by provincial order, there is no 

uniform method of collecting or ensuring that child support payments are made across 

Canada. For example, some women reported that their child support orders were made 
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in provinces outside of British Columbia and these orders were not enforceable in British 

Columbia. 

In March 1992, Ontario developed a new system whereby child support payments 

would be deducted from the payer's salary by employers and remitted to the 

enforcement office in Ottawa. For wage deduction to take place a court ordsr must exist 

and be registered with the provincial enforcement program. mere is a penalty (fines ~f 

up to $10,000) for employers who refuse to deduct child support payments. It is still too 

early to evaluate the effectiveness of the new system in Ontario, and fullow-up would 

have to be done to determine its success. 

A 1988 Justice Department survey found that where child support orders exist 

payments averaged 18 percent of the gross income of ex-husbands (which would be 

substantial if ex-husbands are high income earners, but does not amount to very much 

for average earners).'* The same study also shows that 58 percent of women who 

received child support, even where child support payments are small, lived in poverty 

compared to 75 percent of women who received no child support. This leads 

researchers to conclude that some child support makes a difference in reducing poverty 

for women. 

However, the above study should not be generalized to women in British 

Columbia because provincial jurisdictions governing the treatment of child support 

income for women on welfare differ, The impact ~f inadequate child support as a 

contributor to women's poverty overall is not fully understood because of the lack of 
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comprehensive research at. the provincial level on this issue. More research, which 

adequately measures the size of the problem of non- payment and inadequate child 

support in the provinces in Canada, and its severe economic consequences for women, 

and particularly welfare, needs to be done. 

In this study six out of the fifteen women receive some child support ranging 

between $100 and $500 monthly (see Appendix "DM). However, some women said that 

they did not really care whether or not they got child support while they were on welfare 

because the money they received wobld be deducted from their monthly welfare 

cheques. For instance, a single mother on welfare receiving $600 monthly for child 

support would only have an additional $100 monthly over and above her welfare income 

because $500 wou!d be deducted by the government. Single mothers feel that 

deducting so much of their child support allowance discourages them from going after 

their ex-partners through the courts for child support when their children cannot benefit 

from the money they would receive. Five participants, one third, said that they would 

pursue getting child support more aggressively if they could use the money to improve 

the standard of living for themselves and their children. 

Other issues reinforcina economic dependence for sinale mothers: 

0 Financial Asis  

The :ela;tionship b e e e n  single motheis on welfare in this study and their 

financial assistance workers (FAiA9)--Ministry of Social Services representatives who 

manage welfare caseloads-appears to be characterized by fear and distrust. Thirteen 
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women (86.7 percent) reported that they were urcomfortable interacting with welfare 

workers, and that their parenting abilities and sense of setf-worth was affected by the 

way they were treated by these professionals. Women felt they were not treated 

properly by their FAW's. As a result they felt powerless when interacting with MSS 

workers and were careful not to do anything to upset their FAW's because welfare 

cheques could be held back. Most women are aware that an appeal procedure exists 

within the system, where they could probably complain about unfair treatment. None of 

the women in the study had ever used the appeal procedure. They were afraid that 

complaining about a worker's attitude or appealing a decision would only make things 

more difficult for them. Such a finding raises some fundamental issues about the power 

imbalances within the welfare system. If single mothers are feeling so powerless within a 

system that exists to provide them with the necessities of life-food, shelter and clothing-- 

how then can this same system empower.these women to gain independence? 

Some single mothers on welfare said they had low self-esteem and low self-worth. 

This finding is hardy surprising in light of their struggle with poverty and level of 

interactions with their welfare workers. The negative interactions between recipients and 

their workers contributes to low self-esteem and feelings of worthlessness for these 

women. Healthy self-esteem and feelings of worthiness can only be cultivated and 

fostered within an environment which is supportive and validating. 

In order to fully experience the services of the welfare system as empowering 

them to move towards economic independence, single mothers on welfare would need 
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to feel they have more rights. Women would have to experience positive interactions 

wrth their workers in a relationship where mutual respect and dignity is evident. Financial 

assistance workers and social workers would need to become more sensitive and 

informed as to the extent to which their negative treatment is affecting single mothers, a 

vulnerable group, living in a society where economic success is highly valued. 

@ Limited access to educational up-arading and skills training 

Educational opportunities for single mothers on welfare are inadequate to meet 

their career needs or to equip them for entry in the labour market in jobs where they 

could get off income assistance. While welfare will cover the cost for women to up-grade 

their education to grade twelve, the cost for single mothers to take post-secondary 

studies and specialized skills training is not covered by welfare. 

Sixty percent of single mothers interviewed had completed their grade twelve 

education, twenty percent had some universtty education--only twenty percent had less 

than grade 11 education (see Appendix D). These women all felt that they would benefit 

from additional training and education, but could not get the financial support they 

needed from welfare. 

Historically GAIN policy (prior to the 1993 amendment) stipulated that single 

mothers on welfare could not attend universtty or college full-time while receiving welfare. 

Recent changes to GAIN policy now permit single mothers to attend post-secondary 

institutions while on welfare, but they must apply for student loans to cover the cost of 
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their education (fees and books)." While amendment to policy no longer penalizes 

women who wish to pursue a posq-secondary education, at the same time single mothers 

must be concerned virth the debt-load upon graduation from university or college. 

Though it is the practice within the welfare system to rehabilitate recipients by 

offering them work-related training programs, welfare-sponsored training must prepare 

recipients for immediate entry into the job market. Often the kinds of training thi3t women 

are given are geared towards entry into low-paying dead-end jobs in the labour market. 

Single mothers are hesitant about taking such training courses because they kcow that 

they cannot support their families with the income they would receive from working at 

low-paying jobs. 

For example, two women whom I interviewed said that they would work at "any 

job", just to earn their own money and be independent of welfare. Both women said they 

realize that they could not support their families on low-paying jobs and would find it 

difficult to give up their welfare benefits to take jobs that would render them worse-off 

than being on welfare. However, they both said that they were rather frustrated with 

having to deal with welfare workers, not that they really cared about working at low-, 

paying jobs. One woman added that she did not see how a low-paying job could 

improve her situation above poverty. 



The welfare system is governed by provincial jurisdictions, and differs in every 

province. While the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) has redefined the category of needs 

and "significantly broadened the scope of social assistance" it did little to stop the growth 

of complex rules and regulations for eligibilrty set by  province^.'^ GAlN policy is also 

complex and single mothers, for the most part, lack understanding of how various rules 

apply to them. Further, there appear to be some variations and inconsistencies in the 

interpretation of GAlN policy by financial assistance workers. 

For example, one participant said that she was given the opportunity to take a 

computer training course, while her friend (who had a different worker) was simply told 

that welfare would not fund a computer course bemuse it was not directly related to 

employment. In other words, the second woman muld not prove that she would find 

employment upon completion of the course; yet with the first woman there was no direct 

link between the computer course and future employment. It is unclear why an 

inconsistency such as this one exists in the welfare system, and single mothers are 

frustrated with what they believe to be favouritism and blatantly unfair practices by 

FAW's. 

Some single mothers are also worried about the way their workers will interpret 

policy chaqes which extend tie period ii? which women can remain at home with their 

chiidren without pressures to enter paid iahur. Because the new policy specifies only 

that single mothers be informed of support sewices by financial assistance workers, 
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it is therefore left to the discretion of the FF.Ws to decide whether or not t~ support the 

educational and career goals of single mothers on their caseloads. The lack of clear 

directions in policy lends itself to different interpretations and inconsistent practices, 

where single parents are open to ur~fair treatment by their workers with regards to 

support for educational upgrading and training. 

These single mothers' scepticism arises out of concerns that although they are 

still categorized in GAIN policy as employable, they are not required to be actively 

seeking employment while they are parenting young children. Thus they are not viewed 

under the new policy as a priority group to be assisted with job training and up-grading in 

order to get into the work force. These singie mothers argue that they could be denied 

important support services (day care, training and transportation subsidies) which would 

enable those who wish to be in the paid labour force to do so. Further, single mothers 

who choose to remain home could find themselves unable to re-enter the paid work force 

when their youngest child reaches age twelve (or nineteen for a physically or mentally 

challenged child) because of inadequate skills training and education. 

GAIN policy does not address the problems that middle-aged women will face 

when they attempt to re-enter the paid work force after raising children. Take, for 

example, a single mother in her late thirties with a new-born, or a woman in her twenties 

with a disabled chiid, who remains home for twelve years (or nineteen years), she would 

be middle-aged when her weifare benefits for single parents cease. Though she couid 

use general welfare for temporary assistance, she would be expected to join the work 
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force, and she would not have acquired skills or training (except child-rearing which is not 

very valuable in the job market). 

iv) Inadequate housinci allowance 

Single mothers often find that the shelter portion of their monthly welfare cheque 

is less than the amount they actually pay for rent and utilities. They are forced to use a 

portion ~f their support budget (money for f~od, clothing and other necessities) to meet 

their housing cost. Also, because enough low-income housing is not available for many 

single mothers on welfare, women must rent in the open market where they are at the 

mercy of exploitative landlords. 

One third of the women interviewed (33.3 percent) were living in subsidized 

housing at the time of interview. However, these women pointed out that although the 

low-income housing project slipulatites that they should only pay 30 percent of iheir 

income for rent, the reduced housing cost does not directly benefit single mothers on 

welfare. Women continue to live in poverty even when they are living in subsidizeajn 

housing because the money they receive from welfare is reduced. For a welfare 

recipient living in a subsidized housing unit, the shelter amount would change to reflect 

the actual cost assossed to the unit by the housing project (depending on number of 

children and size of unit), but the support income would remain the same. A single 

=other in subsidized housing would not be financia!!y b5)taer cff than her counter-part 

who rents privately and is paying the full amount of her sheltef allowance. Subsidized 
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housing only guarantees that a single mother on welfare wi!! not pay more than her 

shelter allowance for housing costs. Therefore living in subsidized housing does not 

alleviate poverty for a single mother on welfare, but at least she is not forced to use her 

support budget to cover housing cost. 

v) Child Care Subsidies 

Single mothers on welfare do not normally have access to child care services. 

Exceptions are where the mother is working part-time, in an employment training 

program, up-grading her education, or where the child is believed to be in danger 

because the mother is under extreme stress. In the latter case, a social worker would 

request subsidies for temporary child care and the family situation would be monitored by 

the social worker to determine when it is safe for the mother to parent full-time. 

Child care subsidies, when made available to eligible recipients, are less than the 

actual amount for day care services. For single mothers, low child care subsidies 

present a real hardship if they chose to be in the work force or attend school (full-time or 

part-time) because they have to pay the difference in child care cost. Many single 

mothers find that they just cannot afford to pay the additional child care and therefore 

find it easier to stay home on welfare than try to work or attend school. 



Erneraina issues: 

a Contradiction5 

There are some contradictions evident in what single mothers on welfare have to 

say about their experiences. For example, though thirteen out of fifteen women said that 

they thoroughly enjoyed mothering and child-rearing and much prefer staying home to 

paid work, some women would contradict themselves later and say they wanted to get 

into the paid work force as soon as possible. It seems to me that what these women 

hated about staying home was having to rely on welfare, which they saw as hand-outs 

from the government, and not necessarily the rc% of mothering--though some wmen 

complain absut the isolation of staying home, their answers suggest that they would 

need more support to break the isolation. 

The apparent conflicts in roles identified by some of these women between paid 

work and parenting, appear to come from the general feeling that single mothers on 

welfare are being supported by the public and they are getting money for staying home 

and not doing anything. Women seem to have internalized negative societal perceptions 

and messages about single mothers on welfare and now feel that though they enjoy 

parenting, it is not all right to say so or to feel good about what they do. 

Contradictions are also present in the way women recounted their relationships 

with their social workers and income assistance workers. Two women said that they had 

a good relationship, but they also emphasize the importance of "behaving properly" and 

"being grateful" in order to maintain such relationships. However, they said that they did 
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not see where there were dements sf pswer and coecion in the re!ationship they had 

with welfare workers. For the most part, they tended to blame women who had trouble 

with ministry workers (they felt other women did not behave properly), and were therefore 

responsible for any conflict that exists. 

Another disturbing finding points to some single mothers' lack of clarity about their 

future goals. These women have many thoughts and ideas about their poverty situation, 

but their analyses do not go much beyond examining their problems. For example, 

some women appear at a loss when questioned about future goals on or off welfare. 

They appear confused that they should give thoughts to their future. It seems that some 

women were stuck because of the internalized powerlessness they feel over their 

situation; they do not believe they can change their lifestyle so they refuse to set goals. 

Contradictions relating to role conflict, future aspirations and the powerDessness of 

single mothers on weiiare are due in part to the iack of direction, low self-esteem and 

feelings of unworthiness. Women who see their role in society as being non- 

contributing, and merely takers from the welfare system, cannot feel good about 

themselves. Societal lack of recognition for child-rearing and domestic work further 

demoralizes single mothers which in turn reinforces feelings of worthlessness and 

unworthiness about their receipt of social assistance to support their families. 
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ii) Transitional and Non-Transitional Welfare Mothers: 

In analyzing the data it became clear to me that single mothers on welfare came 

from different backgrounds. Although they were all poor women, they could not be 

recognized as one homogenous group. As I sorted the data 1 realized that I had t~ 

separate women into two distinct categories in order t~ understand how they might better 

utilize the welfare system. The first group I classify as "transitional" single mothers. 

These are women who use welfare as a temporary income source while they adjust to 

single-parenthood, return to study or work part-time. They almost a!! had plans to 

eventually get off welfare. Some women were working part-time, while others were 

either in an educational institution at the time of interviews or had plans to return to 

formal study in the near future. 

The attitudes of the transitional group of single mothers on welfare supports 

findings in other studies which suggest that single mothers do not remain on welfare for 

long periods of time. A Nova Scotia study cites that the average time on welfare for 

single mothers is three years.13 Transitional single mothers would therefore require fast- 

track support sewices such as day care, transportation subsidies, assistance in covering 

cost of upgrading education and clothing subsidies in order to help them achieve their 

independence. Single mothers who fit into the transitional group in this study were very 

frustrated by their financial assistance workers' lack of support for their need to become 

independent. 
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The second group of single mothers on wetfare in this study, whom I classified as 

"nan-transitional" single mothers, depended on welfare as their permanent income 

source. These women--a few of whom have had an inter-generational relationship with 

the welfare system dating back to second, and third generations of women receiving 

welfare benefits--were not using income assistance as a transition. For the most part, 

they believed welfare support to be their right; they tend not to have exit plans seen in 

the transitional group and have come to regard their monthly cheques as pay-cheques 

for the work they do at home. 

Single mothers who fell into the non-transitional group were not interested in paid 

work, and they regarded mothering as their occupation of choice. The sample is small, 

and I recognize, of course, that this study cannot be used to generalize about single 

mothers on welfare in every community in British Columbia. But it is important that policy- 

makers recognize that nno-transitional welfare mothers are not going to change their 

perspective because government policies change. These women are creative and have 

developed very sophisticated coping skills to deal with policy changes. Throughout the 

historical development of welfare policy, single mothers continue to find ways of coping 

with economic and political pressures to leave their home and enter the work force. The 

women who choose to remain home have done so, and will continue to do so using 

various methods of trying to "beat" the welfare system. 

Because of the different needs of transitional and non-transitions?! single mothers, 

welfare policies cannot be uniform for meeting their needs. GAIN policy for single 
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mothers would need to be more flexible if it is going to be effective in meeting the needs 

of these women. Women whose primary occupation is mothering would need to be 

adequately supported while they care for their children at home. They would need social 

and economical validation of the important role they play in doing mother-work, thereby 

giving them enough income and support services to ensure they can parent properly. 

iii) Race/Cultural/lmmiarant Women Issues 

Racism is often manifested in subtle forms, thus it is difficutt to tell where racism 

ends and povertyrelated issues start. In a study such as this one where women are 

already labelled because they are on welfare and single parents, identifying where 

discrimination occurs because of skin colour and where it is because of poverty is not 

easy. Women for whom issues of racial and cultural differences surfaced were 

somewhat reluctant to talk about their experiences, though they believe racial 

differences and cultural stereotypes do impact on the way they are treated in their 

community and by ministry workers. 

Three women (two immigrant women, neither of them Caucasian, and one a first 

nations woman) all said they were treated "differently" by their financial assistance 

workers and by people in the community. For example, Tenica, the first nations woman, 

noticed that her social worker appears overly concerned with her ability to parent her 

children and has offered to put the children in temporary foster homes for short periods 

of time in order to "give mer] a break" from parenting. She found the over-intervention 
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bothersome because, she argues, "I do not abuse or neglect rny children and I feet that 

the social worker has no real basis for suspecting that I cannot care for my children 

excepting, of course, because I am native". At the same time, Tenica admits that she 

tries to be cautious when discussing her experiences wEh her social worker. She does 

not want to really say her worker is racist, because there is no "name calling" or any 

other forms of overt racism shown towards her. 

An important observation relates to differences in attiiudes of immigrant women 

from developing countries with regards to welfare and those of women from North 

America. The three immigrant women from countries where there were no welfare 

systems demonstrate a more positive attitude about welfare. They express gratitude that 

the government was helping them support their families. They, unlike their Noith 

American counterparts, regard their income assistance as a privilege, and not a right. 

Although they too complain that the money is not very much, one woman quickly 

qualifies her position by saying that she was "gladtt she had wetfare because she "could 

not manage without welfare". All three immigrant women point out that they were using 

welfare as a temporary measure until they could establish themselves and lead 

independent lifestyles. 

Because racial and cultural differences vary between immigrant women and 

Canadian born women, it might be an important factor in evaluating the reasons for 

differences in attitudes about the role of welfare between these WO groups. While the 

sample is small, the findings are consistent, and should therefore not be ignored. 



Choices for sinale mothers on welfare 

Though some women in the study had plans to enter the labour force and return 

to school in the near Mure, welfare policy-makers should not overlosk the fact that some 

single mothers desire to remain home and raise their children. Welfare policy treats all 

single mothers on welfare similarly, as if they belong to a uniform group. This study 

clearly shows that women on welfare have numerous needs, and while policy cannot be 

tailored to meet the specific needs of every single mother, it can recognize the 

differences between women who need wetfare for a very short term and those who need 

to be home for longer periods. 

Existing GAIN policy with its many complicated rules and regulations, does not 

adequately support women who work part-time and full-time in the paid work force. 

Thus, single mothers on welfare are in a double bind: if they choose to enter the paid 

work force, they must forgo the benefits of raising their children (some women will even 

experience a decrease in real income and most will net be able to rise above poverty). 

These women must also contend with double days of paid work and domestic 

responsibilities. Yet on the other hand, if poor single mothers remain home on welfare to 

raise their children they will continue to live a life of poverty and endure the social stigma 

associated with receiving welfare. 

Single mothers on welfare would benefit from a mere flexible policy which permits 

women to make choices about remaining home or going out to work or study. For 
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example, women who choose to be in paid labour working full-time or part-time should 

be assured of income supplements and benefits to bring their income in-line with the 

official poverty level. Further, these women should have support services including 

adequate (that is covering the actual cost of) child care subsidies, transportation, and 

clothing. 

For women who choose to return to full-time or part-time studies, they would need 

income and support services similar to women who work outside the home but they 

would also need assistance with meeting educational costs. Currently, single mothers 

may remain on welfare while they take post-secondary studies but they must bear the 

cost of tuiti~n and books. For many single mothers the thought of having a huge student 

loan after completing their education does not motivate them to return to school. These 

women would need access to government educational grants and bursaries to off-set 

their education cost. In the long-term, goveifimeiit would spend less money assisting 

these women who obtain university degrees and professional quafifications than to 

maintain them and their children err welfare for twelve or nineteen years. 

In our suciety the tasks involved in parenting and domestic work often conflict with 

paid work for women, whether they are married or single parents. Single mothers on 

welfare must bear this burden of parenting alone as well as other domestic duties, with 

no support from a spouse. Some single mothers find that hey just cannot add paid werk 

t~ their already dificu!? hsks of sing!e parenting. T!wrefore, women who want to rernilirr 

home and parent full-time should be encouraged to do so and be rewarded socially and 
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economically for their work. These women should receive income enhancement to at 

least the poverty level. Also they would benefit from drop-in child care programs (and/or 

subsidies to cover the cost of using existing s e ~ c e s  when needed), transportation 

subsidies and enhanced recreational programs, all of which would break the isolation of 

parenting alone and staying home with children at all times. 

Wi le  it is true that single mothers would benefit from an increase in their monthly 

welfare cheque, low welfare income is not the only factor that reinforces poverty for 

single mothers. Another important factor reinforcing poverty for single mothers points to 

the way they are treated by the kdinistry of Social Services (MSS) workers. Imbalance in 

the power relations betwesn welfare workers and recipients serves to lower women's 

self-esteem and reinforces feelings of worthlessness. Women in the study are made to 

feel, by their workers (and people in society), that they are unworthy of income 

assisknce from the government. Having low sehsteern, inadequate finanda! 

assistance and lack of support services reduces women's chance at becoming 

independent of welfare income because they will not choose to up-grade their education 

or try to get into full-time work. Changes in attitudes of social workers and financial 

assistance workers in the welfare system would not require major financial investments 

on the part of government. 

Single mothers on welfare will need different kinds of services and resources in 

order to fully benefit from the system. However, national social security reform 
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processes signify the end of the welfare state as we know it, It is difficult to predict 

exactly what awaits single mothers in British Columbia . 
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CHAPTER FIVE: IMPtlCNiONS FOR POLICY 

Proposed federal reforms to three social programs - Unemployment Insurance 

(UI) system, funding for post-secondary education and the Canada Assistance Plan 

(CAP) - are discussed with regards to their likely impact on the provinces' welfare 

systems, and especially on poor single mothers on welfare. At the time of writing this 

chapter, proposed restructuring of the social securrty system has not been finalized. 

Many discussions and debates concerning the impact of changes on different groups are 

being carried out among politicians, anti-poverty groups, wornens groups, unions and 

Canadians in general.' 

Reforming the social securrty system in Canada will not eliminate poverty because 

poor people do not at present get much money directly from the federal government but 

they benefit from government-sponsored programs which enable them to improve their 

lives. The federal government's reasoning behind reforming social security programs is 

that they are oriented towards income support rather than towards securing long-term 

attachment to the work force. Thus, proponents for a reform of the social security 

system argue that the primary aim of the reform process is to "help people get and keep 

jobsM.* However, the approach is problematic when viewed in light of the situation of 

single mothers on w e h e  because not many of these women wili experience a rise in 

their living standards working for pay. Although some single mothers on welfare may 
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enter the job market, the majority of these women will enter service sector jabs, parb-time 

jobs and temporary jobs where the pay is low and other benefits almost non-existent. 

Reformina Unemplovment Insurance 

The main problems cited as reasons for reforming the UI system are that the 

system wastes money and keeps people dependent. In attempts to save money the 

Liberal government introdudsd cost-saving measures which saw UI claimants getting 

reduced income and benefits. The 1994 federal budget included measures which 

immediately cut unemployment insurance spending by $2.4 billion dollars with the 

possibility of more reducti~n when the overall social security reform is fully in place in 

early 1995? The government has proposed two approaches to changing the existing UI 

system which would reduce the amount of money that is currently spent on support for 

unemployed workers. 

The first approach would simply be to tighten eligibility requirements and benefits 

for eve~one .~  Although eligibility criteria are presented as proposed changes, some 

aspects of this measure have already been imp~emented.~ For example, since July 1994 

claimants w%h incomes over $370 weekly (when employed) are getting a lower benefit 

rate than claimants with lower earnings. Additionally, laid-off workers and people who 

lose their j ~ b s  thmgh n~ fauh of their own, must be willing b take any job awai!ab!e 

(whethe; it is in :heir field of not), of :he$ could lose their rights to reeiva unemployment 

insurance benefits. People who are dismissed from jobs or quit their jabs, are not 
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ellgib!e for Ul benefits unless the U9 officer finds "just muse" for them not continuing a 

particular job. 

Under the existing UI system, many people find it difficult to access benefits and 

the rates are much lower than they were in 1992. In 1992 an unemployed worker whose 

pervious weekly earnings were $375 could get UI benefits of 60 per cent of hislher 

earnings for approximately 52 weeks. In 9994 this same claimant can only receive 55 

per cent of his/her previous income and the maximum benefit period is less than one 

year. Additionally, benefits are conditional, depending on employment rate in the region, 

willingness to work at an alternative job, reason for being unemployed, and willingness to 

relocate. Unemployed workers are finding it more difficult to access UI benefits now than 

their counterparts in 1992. 

The other approach outlined for reforming the existing UI system is to introduce a 

two-tier system which would see Ul claimants separated in two distinct groups depending 

on their attachment to the work force. On one level a basic insurance program would be 

implemented for infrequent claimants (people who have less than three claims in a five 

year period). People who apply for sick benefits, adoption and parental leave would be 

eligible for basic insurance which would also have a higher benefit rate than the tier for 

frequent claimers. 

The second level, adjustment insurance or Supplementary Employment 

insurance, is designed for ffequent Ui users (pespie who apply for Ui three or more 

times in a five year period). This second tier would have lower benefit rates than the 



basic insurance and claimants in this category would also be given "active assistance in 

finding a jobn? Claimants under the adjustment insurance category would only receive 

active income support which means that their UI benefits will be conditional upon 

retraining and/or taking alternative jobs. 

Will a two-tier UI svstem benefit poor unemployed workers? 

A longitudinal study (1971-1989) by Miles Corak on the incidence of repeat 

participation in the UI system, found that there were "distinct seasonal, regional, and 

industrial patterns of repeat use'.' Significant to this finding was the fact that over 80 per 

cent of all claimants in any given year were repeat users experiencing their fifth or more 

claim. Also, gender was an important variable influencing repetition, especially relating 

to females in manufacturing industries who had a higher rate of repeat use over the 

short-term than any other groups of claimants8 

The implications of the study are not clear with regards to future UI policy. While 

Corak argues that there is some evidence to support the notion of a ~WQ-tier 

unemployment system--active benefits for frequent UI claimants and passive income 

support for infrequent users--his findings are not conclusive as to whether or not such 

restructuring would affect repeat patterns. In fact he suggests that "restricting the 

generosity of the program [UI] will most likely only make claimants poorer without 

changing their tendency to make repeated use of the programwQ 
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The study cautions against interpreting patterns of repeat ad0 use as suggestive of 

state induced incentives for employment. Rather, it recognizes that a number sf 

variables (including gender) influence repetition. Chak noted that people collect UI 

because they are unemployed, they don't become unemployed to rely on Ul. It very 

interesting to note that while the government propositions for UI restructuring support a 

two-tier Ui system, they Rave no conclusive study indicating that such approach will in 

fact reduce the probability of.repeat claims. 

The federal government's proposal for reforming UI supports a victim-blaming 

ideology where unemployed workers are seen as responsible for causing their 

unemployed status. For the most part, the two-tier method of delivering UI benefits shifts 

the responsibilities for financing and ensuring a cost-efficient UI system from government 

and businesses onto poor unemployed people, especially those with temporary jobs. 

Women who work temporarily in low-pay manufactusing and seasonal jobs will be 

punished most severely by the implementation of a two-tier UI system. l l ese  women 

would receive lower benefit rates than people who work at more stable jobs when 

employed and who would be classified as infrequent claimers. 

To date, some of the measures to reform the Ui system are not aimed at reducing 

the amount of money the government actually pays out, but at redirecting who the 

money is paid to. For example, as part of restructuring the employment development 

services, which is aimed at helping people find and keep jobs, the federal government 

initiated a pilot project to encourage training in the fall of 1994. Under this project 
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approximately 56,000 UI claimants who need experience and training would receive on- 

the-job training from employers, and would have part of their wages paid by the UI 

system. In essence employers benefit by having the government subsidized them for 

hiring unemployed workers. . 

The government's rationale for reducing UI benefits and subsidizing employment 

development services is that employers could result in lower premiums which would 

encourage them to create more jobs. However, such an approach to reforming Ul 

assumes that employers are committed to the government's agenda of full--employment. 

Yet at the same time the government recognizes that "some employers plan their work 

schedules around UI  program^".'^ These employers hire workers only on a temporary 

basis for the period that workers need to qualify for UI benefits and then lay them off. 

This revolving cycle only benefits the employer while exploiting workers and the UI 

system. Employers who hire temporary workers benefit because they are not required to 

provide extended benefits (sick leave, dental, medical) for temporary workers. 

Critics of the current proposals for UI reform argue that the federal government 

has initiated a reform process in the interest of supporting business and which 

undermines the interest of unemployed poor people. The National Action Committee on 

the Status of Women argues that "these programs are basically a cheap labour strategy". 

Further, it argues that issues of gender arid poverty are intertwined in the way that the 

government is attempting to restructure income securii through forcing people to work 
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for benefits. "Canada has had only one effective system of income securtty: the wages 

and benefits associated with good jobs [and] historically the good 

job was a male job."" While NAC agrees that restructuring of social programs might be 

an important process, they argue that an effective social policy must be "designed with a 

central commitment to eradicating poverty and to ending the inequality of women". 

Criticisms from unions have not identified the implications of social policy in 

gender-specific terms, but they also challenge the government on the motives behind 

social security reforms. John Shields, president of the British Columbia Government 

Employees Union (BCGEU), suggests that the "review of social programs is clearly 

driven by financial issues". B.C. Federation of Labour president, Ken Georgetti, notes 

that the "debt was not created by workers, the poor or social programs". In his view, the 

major contributors to the national debt are "high interest rates, unemployment and an 

unfair tax systemw.'* Though some argue that full-employment would solve the 

problems for the over-burdened UI system, many would agree that it is no! up to the 

unemployed people to create full employment in the economy. 

Proposed changes to the UI system suggests that the new system would not 

benefit poor unemployed people, and could increase poverty for single mothers on 

welfare because of possible overloading of the welfare system by people who do not 

qualify for UI. This could reduce welfare benefits for everyone. The introduction of a two- 

tier unemployment insurance system is motivated by economic factors: its primary 

purposes are to ensure that the system finances itself and to boost the private sect~r  
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economy. Poor people who are regarded as having "weak attachment' to the labour 

force (including women), will be penalized under the two-tier unemployment system. 

Additionally, in order for the second tier of the UI system (aimed at repeat users) to be 

effective, the criteria for Income benefits would be similar to the qualifications for welfare 

since one of the goals of reforming the system is to ensure that able-bodied poor people 

cannot find a way to receive benefits without working.13 

Women who work at low paying jobs, part-time employment and temporary jobs 

will receive lower benefits or no UI benefits--many poor unemployed workers will be 

forced onto the welfare payroll. The already burdened provincial welfare system in 

British Columbia might then, adapt harsh policies which could see single mothers on 

welfare losing their ability to make choices about staying home or being in the paid work 

force. 

As discussed earlier (in chapters .three and four) single mothers in Chilliwack 

identified inflexibility in policy surrounding paid work as one of the contributors to their 

poverty situation. If the proposed two-tier unemployment insurance system is 

implemented, the material conditions of these women's lives could get even worse. They 

could stay trapped in long-ierm poverty without opportunities to improve their lifestyle 

through finding desirable jabs, andlor upgrading their education. 
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Proposed Chanaes to Post-Secondary Education Funding 

Established Programs Financing (EPF), which supports funding for post- 

secondary institutions, is cited by the government as an area in need of reform. The 

Federal Action Plan outlines three options for changing federal transfer payments to the 

provinces for post-secondary education. ?he three options are: terminate cash transfer 

payments in 1996; reduce cash transfers beginning in 1996; and phase out cash 

transfers more gradually. All three options are calling for drastic reduction or a complete 

end to federal funding to the provinces for post secondary education. 

The new system of funding for post-secondary education would put the primary 

responsibilities for educational costs on the students. Students would need to borrow 

more money in order to cover tuition fees. Wih the phasing out of the existing system of 

funding, the government proposes to replace post-secondary funding under EPF with a 

four tiered system for student assistance which includes: grants for the most needy; 

loans for living costs; loans for tuition; and the use of personal and family resources for 

higher education. The fourth funding option would see more affluent families benefiting 

from tax breaks by financing higher education for themselves or their children. Poor 

families do not have resources, thus they could not benefit from this policy option. 

The federal government reform committee suggests that the new approach to 

funding for post-sxondary education will preserve and broaden access for everyone 

who wishes to study.14 But many poor people who would normally attend university 

under the existing system will not be able to access such institutions. Proposed policy 
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changes give no explanation as to how poor students, especially single mothers, would 

access funding for post-secondary studies except that the most needy students will have 

access to grants. Of real concern to this group is the problem of how the reformed 

system would use the most I I G ~ ~  criteria in providing grants. Would a single mother on 

welfare be considered among the most needy for the purpose of grants, given she 

already has access to money for basic living from government sources? 

If loan options are the only ones open to poor single mothers, many single 

mothers on welfare who would like to pursue higher education as their escape from 

poverty could see that route biocked because they do not want to be responsible for 

substantial loan debts upon leaving university or college. Some single mothers in the 

Chilliwack study cited concern for huge student loans as the main reason stopping them 

from attending college or universrty. 

The average debt toad will also increase if proposed changes are implemented: 

"College and University students could face debts of up to $80,000 when they 

graduate".I5 The restructuring of funding for post-secondary education alludes to the 

possibility of introducing an income contingent loan repayment plan (ICLRP) for 

students? ICLRP repayment plan is "based on the borrower's ability to repay [student 

loans] given his or her income level"." A major problem with ICLRP is that "loans will 

start accumulating interest equal to prime plus [an additional] cost of borrowing from the 

day the loan is assumed'." 
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If pioposed changes iii poiicy g ~ e i f i h g  funding to post-secondary were adopted, 

it would likely reinforce long-term poverty. The restructuring and/or reduction to funding 

for post-secondary education will see poor people barred from colleges and universities 

because they cannot afford to pay high tuition. For those who chose to borrow money 

for their education they will face long-term debt by having to repay huge loans and will 

remain poor even with an education. Social policy reforms which reduce transfer funding 

for post-secondary education will have direct implications for single mothers on welfare. 

Single mothers for the most part would likely not be able to make enough money to meet 

their financial obligations for a family (day care, children's recreational activities and 

household costs) and repay huge loans. 

Proposed changes to transfer payments for post-secondary education are very 

short-sighted. While immediate short-term goals of reducing the national debt may be 

realized by the government in power, by making drastic cuts to education funding, over 

the long-term poor people's abilrty to change their poverty situation will be reduced. 

Many poor single mothers will be forced to remain on welfare without educational 

opportunities to improve their lives. 

Pedefinina Socid Welfare by Reformina CAP 

me liberal government believes that the "best social security is having a job'? 

The reform process proposes short-term restructuring of Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) 

for social services and welfare by making the rules more 'lexible". A long-term option is 
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a compiete phasing out of CAP and replacing it with a Guaranteed Annual Income (GAl) 

which would provide a basic income for families whether they are poor or not? 

Another proposed alternative to CAP restructuring is the introduction of "block 

funding" to provinces which would enable them to pay ,for social services and welfare. 

This new approach to CAP funding would be made to the provinces without the 

conditions and protection available t0 poor people under the existing CAP agreement. 

Currently CAP protects poor people from having to work for welfare benefits (workfare). 

With ?he new block dunding approach, provinces would be able to administer welfare 

benefits any way they chose without any jurisdiction from the federal government. The 

implications of the removal of protection offered under CAP guidelines, such as not 

having to work for benefits, could be devastating for poor people who rely on welfare. 

For example, recently Alberta implemented the Alberta Community Employment 

project (ACE) which paid welfare recipients $6.00 per hour for a six month period to work 

at numerous pkces throughout the province. Welfare recipients selected for 

employment must report to the jobs assigned. If these recipients refuse to work at the 

jobs they are given they lose their rights to welfare benefits. And in Newfoundland, ex- 

fishers get a government benefit cheque of about $200 to $382 a week. But in order to 

receive the cheques people must participate in training, upgrading or work on various 

projects." Though Alberta and Newfoundland have both introduced workfare, which is 

contradictory to the terms of CAP funding for that province, the minister in charge of 

welf~re has refused to enforce the CAP Act in these provinces. 



Will workfare benefit poor people in Canada? 

Forcing people on welfare to work for their benefits has not proven to be 

productive nor beneficial to either recipients or government. Donna Harinda argues in 

her article "Targeting Women for Participation in Work Programs: Lessons from the US." 

that workfare is used as social control and primarily serves to keep women poor. She 

notes that "much of the debate around welfare reform centres on reducing government 

expenditures, returning as many adults as possible to the labour force and increasing the 

amount of wages from employment earned by recipients"? In the U.S. welfare 

dependency is reinforced by regulations which limit the ability of the recipient to leave 

welfare permanently. For example, welfare recipients in the U.S. lose a portion of their 

cash benefits when they enter paid labour and they also lose their medical benefits. 

Other researchers found that in the U.S. workfare forces women into low paying 

jobs. Thus, they argue that a "punitive welfare system that stigmatizes recipients and 

forces them to participate in mandatory work programs results in people accepting 

employment at subsistence wages under c~nditions that may be harmful to workers' 

health and safety'? Additionally, in the U.S. citations, gender categories have also 

made a difference because jobs for men leaving welfare are often higher paying. Men 

are also given training programs geared towards getting them in skilled jobs which are 

higher paying, whereas women are steered into factories and service sector jobs. 
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Shirley Lord notes that although the Work Incentive Programs (WIN) has been the 

primary job trzining and job placement program for welfare recipients since 1967 in the 

U.S., the number of welfare recipients trained for jobs has been small. She suggests 

that women receiving welfare (AFDC - Aid to Families with Dependent Children) are not 

benefiting from work incentive prcgrams. While work programs often require that 

recipients work for their welfare benefits in communtty jobs, it is believed that only about 

one percent of the total number of people who receive training and job placement under 

WIN program in 1985 were. recipients of AFDC.~~ In her view, WIN typically registers 

hundreds of thousands sf welfare mothers who end up doing nothing, since there is no 

work or training available through the program. Lord also suggest that workfare and all 

forms of mandatory work programs ''fail because they are nothing more than seasonal 

and transient job placement programs that help meet the needs of capitalists for cheap 

It is true that existing Canadian social welfare programs differ from those in the 

U.S. system, however, proposed changes to welfare programs have similar 

characteristics to the work incentive programs in the U.S. The options for welfare 

recipients proposed under the social security reform process outlines that workfare is an 

alternative to creating and/or maintaining a welfare dependency structure. In 1993 the 

federal government, budgeted over $800 millions for welfare experiments in British 
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single mothers on welfare to enable them to be in the work force inste~d of reeetvkig 

welfare benefits while they remain at home and care for their children. 

Anti-poverty groups identifies the 1993 self-sufficiency experiment projects as 

workfare. Further they note that "workfare not only demeans those who are forced to 

work as cheap labour but jt hurts people with jobs as well". Workfare in essence 

promotes competition among poor people for the best of the low-paying jobs, while 

businesses are subsidized to hire those selected few. Under these projects women are 

given a limited time in which to find employment once they are selected in the self- 

sufficiency experiment and they can only work for three years at a job at the guaranteed 

wage. 

Self-sufficiency and workfare projects for single mothers on welfare are very short- 

sighted. While in the short-term women selected for self-sufficiency projects will likely 

improve their standard of living, there is no guarantee that at the end of the contracted 

period these women will find permanent jobs--they will be forced to repeat the cycle on 

UI and welfare. These projects will not reduce poverty, rather employers are using these 

projects as a source of cheap labour. 

Reduction or removal of CAP funding will reduce inc~me for single mothers and 

less direct benews sich as child care, transportation and clothing subsidies for those 

who wish to be engaged in the labour force. Addiiioilaily, proposed restructuring sf 

transfer payments wiii see ihe removai of CAP'S guidelines for administering welfare. 

Provinces with a history of stringent welfare policies will be free to implement harsh 
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wetfare policies and poor people will have no recourse. Unemployed single mothers on 

welfare in British Columbia could experience workfare as a reality, and be forced into the 

labour force. 



~onclusion~ 

In summary, federal social security reforms have significant implications for Mure 

welfare policy, and especially in light of provincial reforms of social assistance delivery 

which must take place as a result of changes at the national level. Proposed socialpolicy 

will likely increase poverty, because poor people will have less access to resources to 

allow them to improve their standard of living. 

Single mothers on welfare will experience extreme hardship and sink lower into 

poverty as a result of restructuring and major cuts to unemployment insurance, CAP 

funding, and funding for post-secondary edum5on. Single mothers on welfare in British 

Columbia will no doubt experience reduction in benefits because the province will have 

less money to spend on welfare services. 

The resuits &om this particular study involving single mothers on welfare in 

Chilliwack show that their poverty is caused by difficult life circumstances and is 

reinforced by many complicated elements. Single mothers' poverty is reinforced by 

numerous factors including biased tax laws that favour the nsn-custodial parent; unfair 

family laws governing child support awards and enforcement where awards are made; 

inadequacies in government support senhces which would enable single mothers to be 

involved in the w r k  force and educational up-gszding; lack of financial aid from the 

govsrnmerrt to he!p them complete post-seeofidaiy stdies and achieve career 

objectives; and difficulties single mothers have in dealing with the welfare system. 
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The findings also suggest that the approach to reducing poverty among this group 

is not as simple as putting all single mothers back into the work force. Though some 

single mothers would like to be in the work force, others enjoy the work they do at home 

and have no immediate plans to leave their homes. The results point strongly to the 

need for more flexibility in British Columbia's welfare policy for single mothers. 

However, by focusing on the factors identified in the study as reinforcing poverty 

for many single mothers on welfare, the provincial government can guarantee 

improvement of living standards for this group by granting them more choices. Women 

on welfare need to be empowered to make choices about whether they want to work at 

home--motherwork and housework--or outside the home in paid work. However, until 

value is assigned to work done in the private sphere by women, we can expect to see 

continued invalidation of the important role that single mothers on welfare play in society. 
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APPENDIX " A  
SCREENING L t E R  

April 13, 1992 

Hello, 

I am isoking fw  pafiicipants for a: research study as pair sf my Master's thesis in 
Women's Studies at Simon Fraser University. I am interested in the area of women and 
poverty, especially the experiences of single mothers. I am a single mother myself and I 
believe that single mothers who rely on social assistance (welfare) as their primary 
source of income experience poverty on more levels than ~ the r  women in our society. 
Also, because a single mother must take care of her family - physically, emotionally and 
financially - she is trapped. 

In researching poverty among single mothers, I plan to focus my attention on women in 
the Chilliwack area. The study will consist.of one written questionnaire and one recorded 
interview. Both intewiews will be conducted in your home or at a mutually agreed upon 
location. 

If you are interested in participating in such a study, and if you are a single mother living 
with your children and without a partner, please complete the attached form and return it 
to me or leave it in a sealed envelope at Open Door (self-addressed envelope attached). 
You will be contacted by phone or letter within two weeks to discuss the research project 
in details. I will ensure that the information given to me is kept confidential. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Buchanan 
Graduate Student, Women's Studies 
Simon Fraser University 



NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 

MARITAL STATUS (divorce, separated, never-married): 

ARE YOU EMPLOYED OUTSIDE YOUR HOME? 

ARE YOU RECEIVING SOCIAL ASSISTANCE? 

ARE YOU A SINGLE PARENT? 

IS YOUR CHILDICHILDREN LIVING WITH YOU? 



CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

1, , agree that 1 will participate in the 

research study being carried out by Monica Buchanan as part of her masters thesis in 

Women,s Studies at Simon Fraser University, supervised by Dr. Marjorie Cohen. 

I understand that my involvement is voluntary and that I may discontinueat any time. My 

identity will be protected by the use of a pseudonym selected by me prior to interviews. I 

further understand that information given to the researcher may be used in the thesis 

project. 

Signature: 

Date: 

Should you have any questions or concerns regarding your involvement in this 

study please feel free to contact Monica Buchanan at 937-701 9 or my supervisor, 

Dr. Marjorie Cohen at Simon Fraser University 291 -5843. 



APPENDIX "C" 

QUESTIONNAIRE (TO BE COMPLETED BY PARTICIPANT) 

FAMILY COMPOSITIQJY 

How many children do you have? 

What are the ages of your children? 

Are your children living with you? 

Do you have joint custody or sole custody of your children? 

If joint custody, do the child/children spend haif-time with their 

father? 

5. How often does he care for ths ~hildlchildren? 

PAqEFJTlNG 

1. Is your chiid/chiidren8s father involved in parenting? 

If "no", do you parent with another adult? 



3. Do you spend your break from your childlchildren working /on 

errands irelaxing socializing friends? 

4. Are there community sewices available to you to assist you with 

parenting (parenting classes /community drop-ins /home support 

workers)? 

5. Do you use such community services? 

CHILD CARE 

1. What type of child care services do you have available to you? 

2. Could you put your child/children in a licensed child care 

centre if you wantedineeded to? 

3. If you use external child care services, do you pay for your own 

child care or do you receive government subsidies3 

4. Do you qualify for government child care subsidies. 



HOUSING 

1. Do you own or rent your home? 

2. If own, do you have a mortgage? 

3. Do you share accommodation with another adult? 

Is this adult also a single mother? 

4. What amount of your monthly income is spent on rent or mortgage? 

5 What amount is spent on utilities (heat, electricity, phone, 

cable, water)? 

TRANSPORTATION 

1. Do you own a car? 

2. Do you use public transportation to get around in Chilliwack? 

3. Are the buses frequent? If "no" how often do they run? 



4. Could you use the bus to get to and from work? 

WORK 

1. Do you work outside your home? 

2. If "yes" do you work part-time or full-time? 

3. How often do you work (hours per day; days per week; weeks per 

month, etc)? 

4. What type of work are you involved in? 

INCOME INFORMATION 

1. Do you have a court order for child support? 

2. Do you receive child support from your ex-spouse? 

3. Do you receive all of your monthly income comes from GAIN 

(welfare)? 

4. If "no", how much of your monthly income is from child suppcarl? Wow much 

from paid work? 



5. Do you receive income from any other source? 

HOW much of your monthly income does 'other' source represent? 

ADDITIONAL PERSONAL INFORMATION 

1. , What is your education level (university; college; grade 12; 

grade 9 - 11 ; less than grade 9). 

2. What is your raciallethnic background (caucasian; native; 

african; asian; south &an; other). 

3. Are you an immigrant to Canada? 

If "yes" how long have you been living in Canada? 

4. Do you feel your relationship MSSH workers is determined by your 

racial and/or ethnic background, i.e do you feel you are treated 

any differently than other single mothers on wetfare? 

5. What age group do you fall into (under 20 years; between 20 and 30; 

between 30 and 40; over 40) 



6. Were you legally married or lived in a legally recognized 

common-law relationship? 



APPENDIX D n II 

Appendix D presents statistical analysis of factual information of the study group. 
Information was collected during the first interview by way of a questionare. 

Age of Mothers: 

Under 20 

20 - 30 

30 - 40 

Over 40 

TOTAL 

Educational Attainment: 

Some College/Universtty 

Grade 12 

Grade 9 - 1 1 

Less than grade 9 

TOTAL 

TABLE D: t 

Numbers Percentage 

0 0.00 

9 60.00 

5 33.33 

1 - 6.67 

15 100.00 

TABLE D:2 

Numbers Percentage 

3 20.0 

9 60.0 

3 20.0 

P XLQ 

15 100.0 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

* FAMILY COMPOSITION: The Average Number was 2, with average age being 
5 years. 

# INVOLVEMENT IN PAID WORK: 20 percent of the women interviewed work part- 
time outside the home, while 80 percent stayed home full-time. 

& INCOME SOURCE: 60 percent of the mothers relied on welfare for 



their total monthly income; while 40 percent get some child 
support ranging frgm $1 00 to $500 (with the average being $275). 


